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Lammerts B.B.M.; De besturing van een Flexibele Assemblage en Las Cel m.b.v. MAP
3.0 en de MMS applicatie interface [in Engels].

Afstudeerverslag, vakgroep ER, Faculteit Elektrotechniek,
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, mei 1991.

De vakgroep Meten en Regelen van de faculteit Elektrotechniek neemt deel aan het
Flexibele Assemblage en Las Cel (FALC) project. De produktiecel bestaat uit een lasrobot
en een transportsysteem. Dit afstudeerrapport beschrijft het ontwerp en de implementatie
van een besturingssysteem m.b.v. MAP/MMS. Het besturingssysteem is ontworpen
volgens het CAM referentiemodel wat gebruik maakt van een hierarchische structuur en
verschillende specifieke lagen. MAP standaardiseert de communicatie tussen produktie
apparatuur in een CIM-omgeving en maakt gebruik van MMS om de berichten te
standaardiseren. Het besturingssysteem bestaat uit drie personal computers, elk voorzien
van een MAP controller kaart van Concord Communications Inc. en maakt gebruik van de
SISCO implementatie van MMS.

Lammerts B.B.M.; Controlling a flexible assembly and arc welding cell using Map 3.0
and the MMS application interface.

M.Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven
University of Technology, The Netherlands, May 1991.

The Measurement and Control Section of the department of Electrical Engineering is
participating in a project on the development of a Flexible Assembly and Welding Cell
(FALC). This production cell consists of an arc welding robot and a transport system.
This thesis describes the design and implementation of the control system using
MAP/MMS. The control system is designed according to the CAM reference model that
prescribes a hierarchical structure and distinguishes several layers with specific defmitions.
MAP is a standardized solution for communication in CIM systems with MMS standardiz
ing the exchanged messages. The control system is implemented on three personal
computers, each equiped with a MAP controller card of Concord Communications Inc. en
uses the SISCO implementation of MMS.
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1 Introduction

The Measurement and Control Section of the depanment of Electrical Engineering is
participating in a project on the development of a Flexible Assembly and Welding Cell
(FALC). This production cell consists of an arc welding robot and a transport system and
is to be completed by installing two handling robots.

The transport system is controlled by a PLC that communicates with a PC using simple
I/O. The communication with the robot takes place over a serial connection using the
DNC interface of the robot controller. Although it is possible to control the cell by using
single PC a new overall control system has been designed using MAPIMMS.

Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) is a standardized solution for communication
in Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) systems with the aim to create a network
communications infrastructure for multi-vendor factory automation systems. Manufacturing
Message Specification (MMS) standardizes the messages being exchanged in the network.

This thesis describes the design and implementation of the control system using
MAPIMMS. The control system had to be designed according to the CAM reference
model that prescribes a hierarchical structure and distinguishes several layers with specific
definitions.
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2 The FALe project

2.1 Introduction

The aim of the Flexible Assembly and Welding Cell (PALC) project is the design and
implementation of an unmanned, fully automated industrial production cell. In this cell
different products can be manufactured in small batches, with a minimal loss of produc
tion capacity. Each batch is a special process, so rearrangements regarding tools, handling,
transport, etc. have to be made. During the project experience will be gained about the
technology, the production equipment and control techniques.

The FALC project is carried out by the departments of mechanical and electrical en
gineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology in co-operation with the TNO
institute ITP, OAF, and Philips. In 1987 the participants of the FALC project together with
the ITP set up two documents used as a base for further activities of the FALC project.
These two documents contain the functional specifications and the requirements for the
FALC [TNO 88] [TNO 89]. The produced parts, components of trucks have been chosen
in consultation with OAF.

The project started in 1987 with support of SPIN the Stimulation Project on Information
Technology in the Netherlands. SPIN is a program supported by the government that
stimulates the use and development of Information Technology in Dutch industries and at
universities.

2.2 The configuration of the cen

The cell consists of programmable production tools which can easily be instructed and
rearranged. One of these tools is a KUKA arc welding robot with a Siemens Robot
Control Module (RCM). This RCM also controls both the manipulator table to turn a
workpiece into a proper position to the weld torch and the welding equipment. The RCM
provides a serial interface for Direct Numerical Control (ONC). Through this interface
selecting and starting or up and downloading of programs is possible.

The transport in the production cell is carried out by a variable transport system (VTS) of
Philips. At the lowest level the transport system is controlled by a Siemens PLC. The
carriers of the transport system are suited to position and fix the parts to assemble and can
be transported within the production cell.
The only possible communication with the PLC at this moment is simple I/O with 16
input and output bits using a PC. This offers the possibility to activate certain parts of the
transport system by setting output bits. The input bits can be used to check if these parts
are active or if certain places of the transport system are occupied.

The cell is to be completed by the installment of two more handling robots, which
assemble the parts in preparation to the weld process and which load, unload and inspect
the carriers of the transport system.
The layout is modelled in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The layout of the production cell, main tracks and side track(s).
(Dotted lines: planned in a second phase)

After posItIoning and fixing the components on the transport carrier by robot 1, the
transport system guides the carrier to the welding robot where a specific welding program
is executed by the Robot controller.

Additional assemblies cause extra transport cycles through the cell. If no more parts have
to be assembled the product can be removed from the carrier by robot 3. The layout of the
transport system consists basically of two long main tracks (A and B). Each main track
transports carriers in one direction. They connect several workplaces located at side tracks
(for instance side track 1).
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3 Controlling the FALC

3.1 The hierarchical structure

The control system is designed according to the CAM Reference Model of Production
Systems. The development of the CAM reference model was a co-operation of Philips
CFf and Digital Equipment Corp. [CFf 89]. The CAM reference model describes a
hierarchical structure and distinguishes several layers with specific defmitions. The highest
layer operational in the FALC is the cell/line controller. Its next higher layer, the shop
controller, is simulated by the activities of a human cell operator. In figure 4 the functio
nal hierarchical structure of the FALC is shown. One basic principle of the CAM refe
rence model is that there is no communication permitted at the same level in the hierar
chy. Between subsequent layers the depicted tree structure presents the flows of commands
and data.

This bidirectional flow is controlled at the higher level part, although each lower part can
be allowed to interrupt the higher level controller. An advantage of this layering is that
higher layers do not cope with details concerning lower layers. The commands from the
cell/line controller will cause more detailed messages at lower layers. The messages will
be based on knowledge which is stored lower in the system on reliable storage devices.

According to the CAM reference model we distinguish a Production Control System
(PCS) a Production Preparation System (PPS) and a Production Evaluation System (PES)
at each level in the hierarchy.

The PCS is responsible for controlling and co-ordinating the production environment.

Shop
Controller

Operator

I
Cell/line
Controller

Weld Cell

I I I I

I II I

Workstation Workstation Workstation Workstation

'l'ransport Assembling Unloading , Arc Weldi.ng
Inspection

I I I I
Automation Automation Automation Automation
Module Module Module Module

Transport Assembling Unloadi.ng , Arc Welc:U.ng
Inspection

-1 I L --l L .J I L J I I L
devices .... devices .... devices .... devices .•..

Figure 3.1: The functional hierarchical structure of the FALC.
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The PPS is responsible for creating and maintaining an environment where production can
take place. It establishes the link between production specifications and the actual
production process. For each product the FALC needs production recipes, received from
the PPS, defming the relationship between equipment, tools, programs and materials.

Controllers at each layer of the FALC control system get these recipes from the PPS. The
cell-line controller needs to know in which sequence workstations should be visited by
products and what materials should be transported to workstations. Workstations need
recipes specifying how automation modules should be controlled and co-ordinated to
perform product transformations. Automation module controllers will need programs such
as welding programs, positioning programs, etc.

The Production Evaluation System PES is responsible for monitoring and measuring the
performance of the FALC. Information generated by the cell could be used as input to
evaluation systems such as a product quality system or production improvement systems.

3.2 The Shop Controller and Cell·line Controller

The Shop controller is an operator giving production orders, specifying product type and
quantity. The shop controller receives status messages from the cell-line controller when
an order is carried out. Other messages are for instance alarm messages.

The cell-line controller co-ordinates the activities of the workstations by giving the right
orders at the right time according to production recipes at cell-line level.

3.3 The Workstations

A workstation receives orders from the cell-line controller and reports the result to this
cell-line controller. The workstation coordinates the underlying automation modules
following recipes at workstation level. The workstations Assembling and Unloading are
not discussed in detail because they are not filled in yet.

3.3.1 The Arc Welding Workstation

The welding process is carried out by a robot, equipped with an arc welding tool and a
manipulator to turn the workpiece into a proper position to the weld torch. The welding
tasks, - torch and manipulator movements and also the welding process actions - • are
described in robot programs (recipes at automation module level). Several programs can
be stored in the robot controller. Arc welding, included the peripheral control, is
completely managed at this local level. Although the weld process and the manipulation is
rather extensive its functional place in the CAM Reference Model is at automation module
level.
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To integrate the robot control into the cell control a communication link has been
developed for remote control purposes. A serial connection with a personal computer
achieves this control by a message exchange system using a handshake protocol [VID 89].
This link offers facilities to upload and download robot welding programs. These robot
programs can be started or interrupted from a higher level. Welding process state and
peripheral alarms will be signalled at higher hierarchical levels.

This higher level is the workstation Welding but what will be the function of this work
station? The functional specifications [TNO 89] specify the following (and only) command
that the cell-line controller gives to the workstation Welding:

cell.weld
parameters: producttype, identification, robot/weld program number and data
answer: success, no success and reason

By giving the order mentioned above the cell-line controller should directly start a robot
program because a robot program number is included in de instruction. This would mean
that the only function of the workstation is the interface function. Recipe flexibility is not
required then because the workstation only suppons a small set of operations like select
robot program, start robot program that are always carried out in the same sequence.

It was however decided to have flexible recipes at workstation level because:

It should be possible to start series of robot programs specified in a recipe at
workstation level.
H a new automation module is added, like a bar code reader, coordination between
the automation modules is necessary, that can be specified in the recipe.
This increases flexibility because the standard sequence of operations as mentioned
above can be changed. The recipe writer can for instance decide not to conclude a
DNC-link after finishing the recipe. In this way the RCM can repon error messages
also if the workstation is not executing a recipe.
New operations like up and downloading robot programs due to memory limita
tions of the robot controller can be added easily.

The following commands were dermed using the functions offered by the serial com
munication link as described in [VID 89]. These commands can be called by a workstation
robot recipe.

- Initiate DNC :

- Start (robot program number):
- Wait (number of seconds) :

- Conclude DNC :
- UnsolicitedStatus :

- End:

Setting up Direct Numerical Control (ONC) link. This
is necessary before invoking any other DNC func
tions.
Select and start a cenain robot program.
Wait until the robot repons that the program finished.
This message should come within the specified time.
Conclude DNC link.
Repon the status of the workstation to the cell-line
controller (Explained in chapters 5 and 6).
Indicating the end of the recipe.

6



In this way the only command given be the cell-line controller is : Start 'workstation
name' 'recipe name'. By starting the recipe at the workstation the commands specified in
the recipe are carried out invoking DNe functions as illustrated for an example in figure
3.2.

Cell-line Workstation Automation
Controller Welding Module

Welding

I I I I
Start Welding WeldPipe Initiate DNC

Select robot prg
Start robot prg

Figure 3.2 : Example of messages concerning the welding process.
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3.3.2 The Transport Workstation

At the lowest level the transport process is controlled by a PLC. The functional place of
this PLC in the CAM reference model is at automation module level. The PLC contains
several PLC program blocks that cany out primitive actions like activating a line or
station. Lines are specified by letters and the stations are numbered WI W2 and W3.
Activating of for instance line E results in the transport of a carrier located at P2 to P7.
Activating a station like W3 means that a transportearrier is positioned and fIxed at place
P7. The lines, places and stations are dermed in figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 gives a more
detailed illustration of one sidetrack. More infonnation can be found in [ROT 90].

P1

W1

Q1

- ,....--

B
r-- ,....--

Q2

,--r--
W2

,......,Ir-

I
P2

I P4 P3 I
A G W3-

P6 P5 P7
- '---

Side
Track

Figure 3.3 : The layout of the transportsystem with lines, places and stations specified.
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D E K

>
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> P3
< H

< D

~

F J

W3

P7
Figure 3.4 : Details of the sidetrack of the transportsystem.
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Lines and stations can be started by hand by pressing buttons (for testing purposes) or
externally by the next higher layer, the transport workstation. The simple communication
uses an I/O card installed in a PC. With this I/O card it is also possible to check if certain
actions have been started or if certain places of the transport system are occupied.

The workstation transport is studied in [SPE 91] with the aim to create a more intelligent
transport system for instance by introducing priority differences of carriers. This 'inte
lligence' will be implemented on this workstation. The communication between the PLC
and workstation Transport is also studied in order to improve the communication pos
sibilities like the uploading and downloading of PLC programs (To be published "PC-PLC
communication" D.Slots, W.Sniekers ). The implementation given in my report uses the
old communication possibilities [UYL 90] as the new were not available yet.

In order to find out the function of the workstation transport the functional specifications
[TNO 89] were referenced. It specifies that the only order given by the cell-line controller
to workstation Transport is:

cell.trans
parameters: identification, starting place, destination
answer: success, no success and reason

The temporary implementation uses recipes at workstation level, filled with commands
using all possibilities offered by the current communication facilities. These commands are
listed below.

- Activate a line or station
- Reset a line or station
- Wait until a line is active or idle
- Wait until a place is occupied or empty
- Wait until a station is active or idle
- Reset I/O card
- Check if external PLC control is possible
- Check if transport system is active
- UnsolicitedStatus (Report the status of the workstation to the cell-line controller.
Explained in chapters 5 and 6).

After activating a line or station a wait command is necessary to check whether the line or
station is activated or not because the PLC uses a polling technique on the inputs of the
PLC. It therefore takes some time before a subprogram performing a certain action is
started and the output bit of the workstation can be reset. A sequence transporting a carrier
from one place to another could look like:

Activate E , Wait E active, Reset E

In this way the only command given be the cell-line controller is: Start 'workstation
name' 'recipe name'. By starting the recipe at the workstation the commands specified in
the recipe are carried out changing the output bits or reading the input bits from the 1/0
card.

9



3.3.3 The Assembling Workstation

This workstation will control a robot with a customer designed gripper that assembles the
parts on the specific part of the transport carrier [HUT 91].

3.3.4 The Unloading and Inspection Workstation

This workstation will control a robot equipped with sensors that inspect the results of the
assembling and welding processes. When the product is completed its removal from the
transport carrier is also perfonned by this robot.

10
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4 Manufacturins: Automation Protocol

4.1 Introduction

In the FALC, it is necessary to exchange information concerning production control,
production planning and production evaluation between all levels of the hierarchy. Data
communication over networks provides solutions for the automation of this information
exchange.

A standardized solution is the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP), initially
developed by General Motors to provide a network communications infrastructure for
multi-vendor factory automation systems. MAP is based on the Reference Model for Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) developed by the International Standard Organization
(ISO). The 051 model structures the communication into a hierarchy of 7 distinct,
supportive, functional layers and specifies functions for each layer. MAP prescribes
approved ISO standards to be used for every layer up to the application level and also the
choices left open in those standards (e.g. subsets and options to be used). MAP will only
use standards approved by the ISO. MAP is not an official standard itself, although it is
becoming a 'de facto' standard.

The application level is the highest level of communication between production parts. This
level needs standardized methods for the control and monitoring of factory floor devices.
Within the MAP, the ISO standard Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) has been
selected as the standard to achieve this.

Although it is a simplification, MMS can be thought of as a standard that defines a set of
objects and a set of seIVices to manipulate those objects. This set of objects form the so
called Virtual Manufacturing Device (VMD). In implementing MMS the objects described
in the VMD are mapped to the real device. In this way the external behaviour of a device
is consistent between devices of different manufacturers.

This chapter is a general introduction to MAP and won't give information about any
specific implementation as delivered by for instance Concord Communications.

4.1.1 Background of MAP

To meet requirements like high quality, flexibility and efficiency, factory automation is
moving from 'islands of automation' towards an integrated production system. Essential
for this Computer Integrated Manufacturing (ClM) is the overall availability of consistent
planning and production information.
Within factories this means that information needs to be exchanged between production
systems mutually, and between production systems and the planning system. Human
interactions, like typing in numbers from a list or transferring data on floppy disks or even
on paper tape, can cause serious problems, making data communications a vital element in
factory automation. Therefore factories need a Local Area Network (LAN) which is able
to operate in manufacturing environments.

11



General Motors had the same needs and faced with problems like high data
communication costs they decided to stan the MAP project in 1980. The goals of MAP
were :

- to create a multi-vendor computer network,
- based on international standards,
- offering the possibility for integration of islands of automation.

Because of the size of a multinational like General Motors and its high investments in
automation, General Motors could force vendors to come up with the needed hardware and
software.

The specifications of MAP version 2 has been released in 1985. gIvmg vendors the
opportunity to develop products. The MAP 3.0 implementation specification has been
released in may 1987. MAP 3.0 has increased functionality and content compared to MAP
version 2.

12



4.2 The layers of MAP

In order to understand the functionality of MAP this paragraph frrst gives an introduction
to the ISO-OSI model. Then the standards selected in the MAP specification version 3 are
described for the seven layers.

Data communications between application programs should provide a reliable, meaningful
exchange of data. The cable between computers provides only passive conduction of
signals. Obviously there is a large gap between the desired service and the available one.
Many functions must be performed to fill this gap. The 051 Reference Model is chosen as
the foundation of MAP.

Layering is used as a structuring technique to allow the network of open systems to be
logically decomposed in independent, smaller layers as is shown in figure 4.1.

7 Application layer

6 Presentation layer

5 Session layer

4 Transport layer

3 Network layer

2 Data link layer

1 Physical layer

Figure 4.1 : The seven layers of the 150-051 Reference Model.

The basic idea of layering is that each layer improves the quality of service provided by
the set of lower layers in such a way that the highest layer offers the full set of services
needed to run applications. Layering divides the total problem into smaller pieces. Another
basic principle of layering is to ensure independence of each layer by derming services
provided by a layer to the next higher layer. independent of how these services are
performed. This permits changes to be made in the way a layer or a set of layers operate.
provided they still offer the same service to the next higher layer.

Each layer executes a number of functions like flow-control, sequencing. error-detection.
etc. Some functions are only performed inside a layer, other functions, called services ,
can be used by the higher layer. The Reference Model defines for each layer functions to
be executed by this layer. Some functions should be implemented in each standard for this
layer. other functions are optional and need only be implemented if required.

13



The following layers have been specified:

1 The physical layer
The purpose of the physical layer in the ISO/OSI model is to provide a physical
connection for transmission of data.

2 The data link layer
The purpose of the data link layer is to provide for and manage the transmission of
individual frames of data. The data link layer may also detect and take action to
correct errors which may occur in the physical layer.

3 The network layer
The purpose of the network layer is to provide message routing between systems
either on the same network or any other subnetwork, regardless of the physical
distance separating the subnetworks. To be able to do this the network layer
provides network addressing over the networks in use.

4 The transport layer
The purpose of the transport layer is to provide transparent transfer of data between
its users (session layer). The transport layer relieves the transport users from any
concern with the detailed way in which reliable and cost effective transfer of data
is achieved.

5 The session layer
The task of the session layer is to enhance the transport service with mechanisms
for managing and structuring the reliable data transfer provided on a transport
connection.

6 The presentation layer
The purpose of the presentation layer is to provide a negotiated standard format for
sending data over the network to be used by the application layer. The presentation
layer provides the application layer independence of differences in data repre
sentation (syntax) in different computer systems.

7 The application layer
The purpose of the application layer is to provide services to allow application
programs to access the network. The application layer provides a meaningful
interchange of messages and therefore the primary concern of the application layer
is with the meaning (semantics) of the messages exchanged by the application
programs.

As mentioned before, the Reference Model describes the functions which can be executed
by each layer. The model does not describe the exact definition of the services to be
supplied by each layer. This is left to specific standards for every layer. The International
Standards Organization however does officially approve standards that fit into the model.

14



MAP not only prescribes the standards to be used for each layer but also prescribes all the
options to be used. The standards chosen for MAP 3.0 are shown in figure 4.2.

Application ACSE ISO DIS 8649/2, 8650/2
FTAM phase 2 ISO IS 8571
MMS ISO DIS 9506
Network Management ISO DP 9595/9596
Directory Services ISO DP9594: Kernel
and object Management

Presentation Kernel ISO DIS 8822, 8823
ASN.1 ISO DIS 8824, 8825

Session Session ISO DIS 8326, 8327
Kernel, Duplex, Resynchronize

Transport Transport Class 4 ISO 8072, 8073

Network Connectionless ISO 8348 ADD 1
ISO DIS 8473
Addressing ISO 8348 DAD2
Internal Organization ISO 8648
ES-IS Routing ISO DP 9542

Data link MAC token passing bus IEEE 802.4
LLC class 1 IEEE 802.2 (MAP)
LLC class 2 IEEE 802.2 (MAP/EPA)

physical Broadband IEEE 802.4
Carrierband IEEE 802.4

Figure 4.2 : Standards selected for MAP version 3.0.

4.3 The MAP network

MAP is not only a protocol profile but MAP also describes a philosophy for the overall
networking structure for factories. MAP can operate on broadband or carrierband tokenbus
networks as shown in figure 4.3. One or more broadband networks serve as the backbone
network of the plant. Small local carrierband segments are connected to this backbone by
means of bridges.
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broadband
:Head endl

I I Line 1
Hbridge: I I Line 3

Hbridgel I I I
carrierband carrierband

9bridgel
I ,

~bridge: ' II Line 2 I I Line 4

Figure 4.3 : MAP network structure.

Broadband technology

The basic carrying element in a broadband network is 75 ohm coaxial cable of a special
quality, allowing signal transports in a wide frequency range and offering effective
screening against outside electrical interference (noise) [CON 5].

The available bandwidth of the broadband cable used by MAP is split into two separate
bands. The use of two different bands makes broadband a directional bus when one band
is used for receiving data and one band is used to transmit data. The sending and receiving
bands are further divided into 6 MHZ channels according to the Community Antenna
TeleVision (CATV) system. This technique is called Frequency Division Multiplexing
(FDM). The data is modulated onto this channel by means of Phase Modulation (Phase
Shift Keying PSK) and Amplitude Modulation (AM). The required Radio Frequency (RF)
modems are still expensive.

MAP specifies three MAP channels, leaving open a lot of channels to be used for other
purposes like video and voice channels.

Carrierband technology

Canierband technology is less complicated and less expensive than broadband. The
objective of a carrierband network application is to achieve the ability to inter-connect
approximately 30-60 stations, with a backbone span of approximately 700 meters in length
[CON 5].

The basic carrying element in a carrierband network is the same 75 ohm coaxial cable as
is used for broadband networks. However carrierband devices send and receive at the same
frequency on a omni-directional bus. Transmission of data takes place at 5 or 10 Mega
bits-per-second (Mbps) data Tate. The data is modulated by means of Frequency
Modulation: phase coherent Frequency Shift Keying (FSK). The chosen technology
requires less complicated modems. At this moment single-chip implementations are avai-
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lable making canierband modems much cheaper than broadband modems.

Canierband uses simple and reliable passive components that do not need power supply.
There are two distinct cable branches for the canierband system, the first one is referred
to as the trunk cable which interconnects the taps on the network, the second branch is
referred to as the drop cable which connects the taps to each individual station.

A canierband tap is a device which electrically and mechanically couples the trunk cable
to one or more drop cables. It is used to tap a very small amount of signal energy to or
from the trunk cable.

Of course, taps and cable attenuation create losses, limiting the length of the cable and the
number of taps [CON 5].

4.4 The MAP application layer

From the user point of view, the application layer is likely to be the most important layer.
The application layer supplies the user program access to the communication services. Not
only does the application layer supply the user a way to transfer data between different
systems, but the different standards for the application layer also give suppon to specific
application area's. A wide variety of standards for the applications have been developed.
The user needs to determine the network service needed for the application. Based on that
knowledge the user can select an application layer standard which is most appropriate for
his application.

The three application standards selected for MAP version 3.0 are ACSE, MMS and
FfAM. For a good and easy operation of a MAP network two additional standards have
been selected: Directory Services and Network Management. After the description of the
common service mechanism these application standards will be described.

4.5 Service mechanism

The application layer standards provide a number of services to its users. Each service
leads to the definition of 1,2 or 4 primitives. These primitives can be divided into 4
categories:

A request is sent by the client to the application layer to request that a service be
performed.
An indication is sent by the application layer of the server to indicate that an event
has occurred. For instance, when some party issues a service request, this request is
reponed to the receiving party as a service indication.
A response is sent by the server to the application layer in response to a previously
received indication.
A confrrm is sent by the application layer to the client to confrrm the outcome of a
previous request.
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A service type is determined by the number of service primitives defined for a particular
service. Three types of services can be recognized: confirmed, unconfirmed and provider
initiated services.

Confirmed services
Confirmed services are services which use all 4 primitive categories: request, indication,
response and confmn, see figure 4.4. Most services offered by the application layer
standards are confrrmed services.

Initiator

Service.request --->

time

v
Service. confirm <--

Figure 4.4 : Confrrmed service.

MAP Responder

--> Service.indication
<-- Service.response

Confirmed services are used when both parties involved need to negotiate in order to
come to some kind of agreement. An example of this is the initiate service which can be
used for the establishment of an association between two application programs. Both
parties need to be willing to have an association with the other party.

Confrrmed services are also used if one party invokes an operation in a remote system and
need to receive the result of the operation back. An example of this is the MMS read
service, which allows read access to a shared network variable in a remote system. One
party sends a read request to the other party. The receiving party executes the request, i.e.
reads the specified variable, and sends the result back.
The party, that issues the request and later on receives the confrrmation back, is usually
called initiator, requester or client. The party, that receives the indication and sends back
the response, is usually called responder, recipient or server.

Unconfirmed service
Unconfirmed services are services which only use requests and indications, see figure 4.5.

Initiator

Service.request --->
time

v

Figure 4.5 : Unconfirmed service.
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An example of an unconfmned service is the MMS unsolicited status service which sends
out the status to a remote station.

Provider initiated services
Provider initiated services only use indications, see figure 4.5.

Responder

Service.indication <--

MAP Responder

I --> Service.indication

Figure 4.5. Provider initiated service pr~itive.

Provider initiated services are issued by the MAP network itself. The MAP network uses
these services to report special events that occurred in the network.

4.6 ACSE Application standard

The Association Control Service Element (ACSE) offers services for association control:
establishment and termination of an association. ACSE offers the following services [CON
3]:

Ae_activate
A_connect
A_answer
A_reI_rep
A~ve_buf

A_send

Ae_deactivate
A_listen
A_release
A_abort
A_ind_rcv

It is not necessary to use services from this application standard to setup an association
because an other application standard (MMS) has some services that provide the same
features.

4.7 ITAM Application standard

The File Transfer, Access and Management (FTAM) services provide the users with the
capabilities to operate on flIes stored in remote systems or moved between systems.
FTAM services contain features that allow a user to exchange, create and delete flIes.
Users can also access parts of a file and manipulate characteristics of a file.

To avoid that the user is aware of the implementation, FTAM provides a common model
for files, called the Virtual Filestore.
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4.8 Directory services and network management

The directory service is a set of functions which allows a user-friendly reference to
network objects.
Network management is responsible for gathering infonnation on the usage of network
media by the network devices, ensuring the correct operation of the network, and
providing reports. The infonnation that is collected is processed for the various types of
users to affect planning, operations and maintenance.

4.9 MMS Application standard

The MMS application standard will be discussed in chapter 5.
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5 Manufacturing Message Specification <MMS)

5.1 Introduction to MMS

MMS (Manufacturing Message Specification) is a communications standard that fits into
the application layer of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) Reference model.

Its purpose is the standardization of messages being exchanged between multi-vendor
factory floor equipment connected by a network communications infrastructure such as
MAP. With this infrastructure and MMS as a command language it will be possible to
"plug in" diverse programmable devices into a work cell. In the future, every device may
support the MMS command language, so that functions as starting, stopping and down
loading always appear to be done in the same way from the host computer.

In this chapter the MMS standard [DIS 88] and the implementation of Concord Com
munications [CON 1] is described.

5.1.1 Background of MMS

The roots of MMS are in early 1979 when the Electronic Industry Association (EIA)
numerical control committee started a project which expressed the need for a user
application level protocol.

Initial co-operation of the EIA 1393A committee with General Motors' (GM) MAP task
force produced in 1985 the MMFS (Manufacturing Message Format Standard) specifi
cation for the use at the application level of MAP 2.0. This could be considered as the
preliminary first draft of MMS.

After this initial development a major rewrite followed by using the ISO Abstract Syntax
Notation number One (ASN.l) specification method for the description of the messages
and by complying to the conventions of the OSI model. Mter several drafts MMS went to
the ISO's Industrial Automation standardization committee to enter the process of
becoming an ISO International Standard (IS).

GM specified MMS as the replacement of MMFS within the MAP 3.0 specification. After
the completion of ISO 9506 as an IS in 1988, the standardization process of MMS ended.
The document ISO 9506 describes the basics of MMS, without mentioning a specific
application area, which is done in the so-called Companion Standards (CS).

The basic MMS standard is divided in 2 parts :

Part 1, Description of application services with the relevant parameters [DIS 88].
Pan 2, Specification of the content of the messages in a formal way with ASN.l
and specification of the used protocol [DIS 88].
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5.1.2 MMS objects and services

The standard makes use of a technique of abstract object modelling in order to fully
describe the MMS device model and the MMS service procedures. In this modelling
technique, abstract objects, the characteristics of such objects, and operations on those
objects (services) are described. Implementing MMS, involves mapping the concepts
described in the model to the real device.

Although it is a simplification, MMS can be thought of as a standard that defines:

- a Virtual Manufacturing Device (VMD) that contains a set of objects and
- a set of services to manipulate those objects

so that the external behavior of a device from the application point of view is consistent
between devices of different manufacturers. The VMD is decribed in paragraph 5.3.

The services are grouped in categories according to their capabilities.

These categories are:

Environment and general management services
VMD support services
Domain management services
Program Invocation management services
Variable Access services
Semaphore management services
Event management services
Journal management services
File management services
Operator communication services

It is possible for a manufacturing device to support some of the services in a category
without supporting all capabilities. The same applies for the support of the categories.

In the following paragraphs the first four categories will be discussed in detail because
only services belonging to these groups are implemented in the FALC project.

The MMS standard uses the terms Client and Server to describe the model of the MMS
VMD. The Server behaves as a VMD for a particular service request and the Client makes
use of the VMD for some particular purpose via a service request. A system can adopt the
Client role, or the Server role, or both during the lifetime of an association. This is
illustrated in figure 5.1.
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Cell-line controller
Client role

request----------> Workstation controller
Server role

response
~;...---------

request
Cell-line controller ~;...--------

Server role
response

-------->

Workstation controller
Client role

Figure 5.1 : Two systems adopting both client and server role.

5.1.3 MAPware MMS

The Concord MAPware MMS consists of a library of C functions which provide the user
with an interface to the MMS embedded application service elements (EASE). This library
is called the MAPware MMS interface [CON 1]. These service elements are described in a
manual called: "MMS Software Programmer's Reference Manual", delivered by Concord
Communications Inc. The MMS software is however written by SISCO Inc. and they are
also selling it. Their manual is called: "MMS-EASE Reference Manual Revision 9". I
found out that the only difference with the Concord manual is that the words MAP-ware
MMS are replaced by MMS-EASE.

The MAPware MMS interface consists of two parts, the Paired-Primitive Interface (PPI)
and the Virtual Machine Interface (VMl). The paired-primitive interface of MAPware
MMS is in a form that closely parallels the MMS Service Primitives specified in the Draft
International Standard (DIS) of ISO 9506.

The virtual machine interface provides a higher-level of functionality than the paired
primitive interface by providing automatic functions to take care of actions that are
specific to the operating system such as reading and writing variables and files. The VMI
can also group requests and responses so that dealing with issues like reading multiple file
segments is simplified.

MAPware MMS is embedded in the application, in the sense that it is linked with the user
program.
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USER OBJECTS
USER APPLICATION PROGRAM (files, domains,

variables, etc)

MAPware MMS MAPware MMS
Paired Virtual
Primitive Machine Interface
Interface ASNl TOOLS

LOWER LAYER PROVIDER
(ACSE, LLC, etc)

] User Provided

MAPware
MMS

Figure 5.2: Place of MAPware MMS in an application.

MAPware MMS is based on and includes an ASN.l (Abstract Syntax Notation) Decoder/
Encoder which consists of general utility functions that allow efficient building and
parsing of MMS (and other ASN.l) messages. ASN.l is a formal system describing the
syntax of a communications protocol.

5.2 Environment and Keneral manaKement services

The environment and general management services provide capabilities for the establish
ment and termination of connections, creating a so called MMS environment. The MMS
environment should be established successfully before any other MMS service can be
issued.

The services in this gTOup are:

Initiate
Conclude
Abort
Cancel
Reject

Establish a connection at application level
Terminate a connection at application level, confirmed
Terminate a connection abruptly, unconfirmed
Used to cancel a previously issued MMS service request
Generated by the MMS protocol in case of an error
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5.3 The Virtual Manufacturing Device

5.3.1 Introduction

To make sure that the MMS services are defIned consistently, they are based on an
abstract model of the MMS server called the Virtual Manufacturing Device (VMD) [DIS
88].

The VMD models the externally visible behavior of the server and makes available, for
control and monitoring, the resources and functionality associated with a real manufac
turing device. An implementation of an MMS server must provide a mapping of the VMD
model on the functionality of a real manufacturing device. Guidance in the selection of a
particular mapping may be found in various Companion Standards.

In this way the VMD hides the mapping of MMS onto a real device. The real coupling
with the vendor specifIc hardware and software is hidden by this model. Therefore the
basic MMS services and the MMS VMD model are vendor and device independent. MMS
requests can be given and MMS responses can be received without knowing the physical
implementation.

5.3.2 The structure of a VMD

The elements of the VMD (directly copied from the ISO standard [DIS 88]) are described
below.

The VMD Object Model
Object: VMD

PARTIALLY-OPERATIONAL,

Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:

Key Attribute: Executive Function
Attribute: Vendor Name
Attribute: Model Name
Attribute: Revision
Attribute: List Of Abstract Syntaxes Supported
Attribute: Logical Status (STATE-CHANGES-ALLOWED,

ALLOWED, LIMITED-SERVICES-PERMITTED,
ALLOWED)

Attribute: List Of Capabilities
Attribute: Physical Status (OPERATIONAL,

INOPERABLE, NEEDS-COMMISSIONING)
List Of Program Invocations
List Of Domains
List Of Transaction Objects
List Of Upload State Machines (ULSM)
List Of Other VMD-specific Objects
Additional Detail

NO-STATE-CHANGES
SUPPORT-SERVICES-
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Some elements need explanation. Text directly quoted from [DIS 88] is marked by" "

The Executive Function
"The existence of a fully functional Executive Function exactly corresponds with the
existence of the VMD." The meaning of this element is not clear to me and it is not
implemented by MAPware MMS.

List Of Abstract Syntaxes Supported
"This attribute identifies the set of Abstract Syntaxes which this VMD is able to support in
the MMS Application Context as defined by a Companion Standard or for encoding Load
Data and Execution argument." The meaning of this element is not clear to me and it is
not implemented by MAPware MMS.

Logical Status
There are four separate levels of functionality available through MMS which are described
by the Logical Status attribute of the Executive Function.

STATE-CHANGES-ALLOWED ( All MMS services supported by this VMD may
be performed )
NO-STATE-CHANGES-ALLOWED ( A limited group of MMS services may be
performed, services that modify the state of the VMD object aren't allowed )
LIMITED-SERVICES-PERMITTED ( Only the services Abort, Conclude, Status
and Identify may be performed )
SUPPORT-SERVICES-ALLOWED ( All MMS services except Start, Stop, Reset,
Resume, and Kill may be performed )

List of Capabilities
"A capability is a locally defined resource or set of resources. In for instance a robotic
application, the capability "ARM!" may represent the set of sensors, actuators, and logic
associated with a specific arm of a multi-arm robot"

List of Program Invocations
"A Program Invocation consists of a set of procedural and data elements contained within
Domains together with execution control information" (described in 5.5).

List of Domains
"A domain represents a specific instance of use of a set of capabilities of the VMD. A
Domain may be empty or may contain "information", The "information" may be program
instructions for some processor or tables of values or other classes of data not defmed by
MMS" (described in 5.4),

Transaction object
"When a YMD receives an indication for one of the confirmed services, a Transaction
Object is created which governs the processing of this service."
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Upload State Machines
"The Upload State Machine object (ULSM) is created through the InitiateUploadSequence
service" which is not described here.

Additional Detail
"This attribute contains zero or more attributes whose meaning and syntax are defined by
Companion Standards."

5.3.3 VMD support services
The following services are VMD support services. VMD support services provide basic
capabilities to operate the device, such as identify the device, obtain names of VMD
components, change VMD names and obtain the device status.

The services in this group are:

Status
UnsolicitedStatus

GetNameList
Identify
Rename

Determine the general status of a VMD
Indicate the local status of a VMD

Used to get a list of existing objects
Obtain identification information
Rename a MMS object in a server

GetCapability list Get a list of remote defined resources

5.3.4 The MAPware VMD control data structure

The following data structures are defined by the MAPware MMS VMD management
system [CONI p2-4]. There is one structure of type VMD_ctrl for each VMD.

struct
{

struct
struct
5truct
5truct
struct
struct
BYTE
) ;

vmd ctrl

dbl Ink
domain objs
naed dom ctrl
prog=inv
oper 5tat
ae ctrl
*uBer_info;

link; /* For internal use only */
vmd_wide; /* List of VMD-5pecific objects */
*dom list; /* Points to the list of named domains */
*prog inv list; /* Points to the list of Prg Inv's */
*op stat list; /* For future use */ -
*ae=list; /* For future use (application entity AE)*/

/* User specific information */

The second until the third element correspond to three attributes as defined in paragraph
5.3.2. The other attributes of the VMD, as required in the MMS specification, are defined
in operation-specific data structures.
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The following data-structure is used by the server in responding to the status request .
[CON 1].

addl_detail-pres;
addl detail len;
*addl_detail;

struct
{
SHORT
SHORT
BOOLEAN
SHORT
UBYTE

BOOLEAN
SHORT
BYTE
} ;

logical_stat; /* Logical status of the VMD (0,1,2) */
physical stat; /* Physical status of the VMD (0,1,2,3) */
local detail-pres;/* Local detail present? */
local-detail len; /* Local detail length */
local:detail[16]; /* Implementation specific data about the

status of the VMD */
/* Additional detail present ? */
/* Additional detail length */
/* Specified by Companion Standards */

The following data-structure is used to obtain identifying infonnation and is used by the
server in responding to the identify request [CON 1].

struct
{
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
} ;

vend[VEND LEN+1];
model[MOD-LEN+1];
rev[REV_LEN+1];

Some parts of the VMD model as stated in M1v1S (List of Capabilities and List Of Upload
State Machines) are defined at the named Domain control structure, see 5.4.5.
The list of abstract syntaxes supported and the list of transaction objects are not found
directly in the MAPware MMS implementation. The transaction object however is
implemented but the processing of received indications is hidden by MAPware MMS.
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5.4 The Domain object

5.4.1 Introduction

A domain represents a subset of the capabilities of the VMD which is used for a specific
purpose [DIS 88]. The attributes of the Domain are described below, followed by a brief
description of the services which operate on the Domain object.
A Domain can be created as part of the process of beginning a download process or can
be created locally. Domains may also be predefined to the system, existing prior to the
establishment of an MMS context.

5.4.2 The structure of a Domain

The elements of the Domain (directly copied from the ISO standard [DIS 88]) are
described below.

The domain object model
Object: Domain

Key Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:

Constraint:

Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:

Attribute:
Attribute:
Constraint:

Attribute:
Attribute:

Domain Name
List Of Capabilities
State (LOADING, COMPLETE, INCOMPLETE, READY, IN
USE, D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8, D9)
State = (LOADING, COMPLETE, INCOMPLETE, D1, D2, D3,
D9)
Assigned Application Association
MMS Deletable (TRUE, FALSE)
Sharable (TRUE, FALSE)
Domain Content
List Of Subordinate Objects
List Of Program Invocations References
State = (IN-USE, READY, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8)
Upload In Progress
Additional Detail

Some elements need explanation. Text directly quoted from [DIS 88] is marked by" "

List Of Capabilities
"This is a list of implementation specific parameters."

State
The various states are described here:

LOADING: The LOADING state indicates that the domain is currently being loaded.
COMPLETE: The COMPLETE state is an intennediate state which occurs after the last

DownloadSegment has been received but before the DownloadSequence has
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READY:
IN-USE:

been tenninated.
INCOMPLE1E: The INCOMPLETE state is an intennediate state which occurs when

a Download Sequence is tenninated before the loading process is
complete.

The Domain enters the READY state following a successful Download.
The IN-USE state differs from the READY state in that one or more
Program Invocations have been defined using this Domain. States DI-D9
represent intennediate states, Le. states between a request and its response
[see Domain state Diagram plO-6 DIS 88].

Assigned Application Association
"During the process of Downloading the Domain depends on the Application Association
over with the Domain was created."

Sharable
"This attribute specifies whether this Domain may be used in more than one Program
Invocation definition at the time."

Domain Content
"The Domain Content attribute is the infonnation contained in the load data which is the
subject of the DownloadSegment and the LoadDomainContent service. The Domain Con
tent includes the List of Subordinate Objects described below. The nature of the infor
mation in the Domain Content is a local matter."

List Of Subordinate Objects
"This attribute is a list of references to named MMS objects such as variables, types,
events, semaphores, etc which are part of the Domain Content. These objects come into
existence with the creation of the Domain. This list includes all currently defined MMS
objects which have Domain-specific scope naming this Domain."

Upload In Progress
"Specifies the number of Upload Sequences currently active for this Domain."

Additional Detail
"This attribute contains zero or more attributes whose meaning and type are defined by
appropriate Companion Standards."
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5.4.3 Domain support services

The following services operate on Domain Objects [DIS 88]:

InitiateDownloadSequence
DownloadSegment
TerrninateDownloadSequence

InitiateUploadSequence
UploadSegment
TerrninateUploadSequence

RequestDomainDownload
RequestDomainUpload

LoadDomainContent
StoreDomainContent

DeleteDomain
GetDomainAttributes

Initiate transfer of domain content
From client to server, per segment
End of domain content transfer

Initiate transfer of domain content
From server to client, per segment
End of domain content transfer

Server request to client to download
Server request to client to upload

Client request to load a Domain
Client request to store a Domain

Delete the specified domain in server
Get the attributes of the domain

The Domain Up/Download Sequence may be used to transfer the Domain Content between
MMS client and MMS server. The Load/StoreDomainContent services however may be
used by the MMS client to request that the MMS server load a file from its own filestore
or from a third party into a designated Domain.

The first eight services can be used by for instance robot controllers supporting direct
downloading and uploading of there controller's executable memory [RCS 89].

5.4.4 The UploadDomain and DownloadDomain services

Although the upload and download services were not used till now I wondered what kind
of information is transfered during an upload or download specially to fmd out what kind
of "information" was stored in a Domain.

Some details are given on page 10-12 of [DIS 88] where the DownloadSegment service is
explained. The only information send over during a download is stored in the parameter
Load Data that is described in the following way (directly copied):

"This parameter shall contain the information to be downloaded. This parameter shall be
either an octet string or an externally encoded value. The MMS server shall use this
information to construct the Domain Content. As part of this process, the MMS server
shall create and assign values to all the subordinate objects of this Domain. MMS does not
provide transformation services for this data.

Note:
MMS makes no requirements regarding the nature of the information in Load Data. Load
Data may have been created as a result of an Upload Sequence or as a result of a target
device specific programming function."
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This means that one part of the Load Data may contain infonnation about the subordinate
objects. Consider that before the Download service is started the InitiateDownloadSe
quence service should be perfonned. The client instructs the server to create the named
Domain and to begin its loading. A few parameters (Domain Name, List Of capabilities,
Sharable) are sent over to the server. The only infonnation sent over when a segment is
downloaded is the Load Data and a parameter More Follows. It is therefore logical that
the infonnation about subordinate objects must be in the Load Data when a Domain is
created by a remote application.

H the Domain, to be created at the server, must contain subordinate objects like variables,
types, events that information must be transformed and stored in the Load Data. The
server should use the Load Data to create and assign values to all the subordinate objects
of this Domain.

When Domains with a list of subordinate objects are predefmed to the system it is not
necessary to Upload and Download these Domains so avoiding the problem of transfor
ming information about subordinate objects in Load Data. MAPware MMS does not
support such a transfonnation. During experiments using the up and download services
implemented by a MAPware MMS demonstration program the infonnation up and
downloaded is random filled in by a user.

5.4.5 The MAPware Domain control data structure

The following data structure is used by the MAPware MMS and defines a particular
named Domain [CON 1]. There is one structure of type named_dom_ctrl for each Domain
defined.

reserved [4] ;
user rsrvd[8];
*dom=content;

state;
upl_inyrog;
octetyos;
npi;

domain objs objs;
dl_detailyres;
num_of_capab;

dbl link link; /* For internal use */
dom-name[MAX IDENT LEN+l]; /* Domain name */
protection; - 7* Possible access code for protection */
deletablei /* Deletable by remote application */
sharable; /* Referenced by more than one Program Invo

cation */
/* Current state of Domain */
/* Domain is currently being uploaded? */
/* Number of octets that have been loaded */
/* Number of Program Invocations containing
references to this Domain */
*/ User defined */
*/ User defined */
*/ For application specific use, not used by
MAPware MMS */
*/ see below */
*/ DownLoad detail */
*/ Number of character strings pointed to by
the elements of capab list. */

*capab_list [num_of_capab]; * / Implementation specific, des
cribing capabilities of the VMD
which are a part of the domain to
be downloaded */

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

BYTE

BYTE
BOOLEAN
LONG
SHORT

atruct
BOOLEAN
SHORT

struct
{
struct
BYTE
BYTE
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

} ;
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The following structure defmes MMS objects (such as variables, types, events, sema
phores, etc.) that may be part of a domain [CON 1].

struct
{
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
BYTE
} ;

named var
named-var list
narned:type
scat acc
sern
event cond
event-action
journal
rsrvd(8);

*var list;
*var-list list;
*type list;
*scat-acc list;
*sern list;
*ev cond list;
*ev-act list;
*jour_lIst;
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5.5 The Program Invocation

5.5.1 Introduction

A program invocation (PI) is a dynamic element which most closely corresponds to an
execution thread in a multi-tasking environment [DIS 88]. It is either predefined or
created, either by MMS services or by local action. It is composed of a set of Domains
together with control information necessary for its execution. The attributes of the
Program Invocation are described below, followed by a brief description of the services
which operate on the Program Invocation object

5.5.2 The structure of a Program Invocation

The elements of the Program Invocation (directly copied from the ISO standard [DIS 88])
are described below.

The program invocation object model
Object: Program Invocation

Key Attribute:
Attribute:

Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:
Constraint:

Attribute:
Attribute:
Attribute:

Attribute:
Attribute:

Program Invocation Name
State (IDLE, STARTING, RUNNING, STOPPING, STOPPED,
RESUMING, RESETTING, UNRUNNABLE)
List Of Domain References
MMS Deletable (TRUE, FALSE)
Reusable (TRUE, FALSE)
Monitor (TRUE, FALSE)
Monitor c< TRUE

Event Condition Reference
Event Action Reference
Event Enrollment Reference

Execution Argument
Additional Detail

Some elements need explanation. Text directly quoted from [DIS 88] is marked by" "

State
The State attribute shall indicate the principal states of the Program Invocation. In order to
complete state diagrams, the value NON-EXISTENT is added to this list to describe the
condition before a Program Invocation is created.
Companion standards may define representations for additional elements of control
information such as "Beginning of program", "End of program" and "Program step" for
Program Invocations which are implemented through a sequential procedural programming
language.
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The State attribute can be the following:

IDLE:
RUNNING:
STOPPED:
STARTING:
STOPPING:
RESUMING:
RESETTING:
UNRUNNABLE:

The condition of the PI before it is placed in operation.
The condition of the PI during its execution.
The condition between the onset of execution and completion.
A transitory state between the IDLE and the RUNNING state.
A transitory state between the RUNNING and the STOPPED state.
A transitory state between the STOPPED and the RUNNING state.
A transitory state between the STOPPED and the IDLE state.
This state shall denote a condition in which the PI may no longer be
executed, but has not yet been deleted. This state may be reached by
the completion of the PI if for instance the reusable attribute is false.

The following figure describes the state diagram without the transitory states [ELE 89
page 78].

e) ,

1INON-EXISTENT:
De ete Program Invocat~on

J..

Create PI Delete PI

y
IDLE I

: UNRUNNABLEII I Kill

I ,.

Reset End of
(reusable Start program
= true) I (reusable - true)'

y
I End of Program (reusable" falsI RUNNING I Kill,.

ete PI Stop Resume

y
Reset (reusable - false)

: STOPPED I
I Kill

Del

, no service, transition because program end

Figure 5.3 : Program Invocation state diagram.

List Of Domain References
"This attribute shall be a list of references to the Domains which compose this Program
Invocation. The list shall contain at least one entry."
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MMS Deletable
"This attribute indicates whether or not the Program Invocation can be deleted."

Reusable
"This attribute shall indicate whether or not the Program Invocation will return to the
IDLE state following nonnal completion of its execution."

Monitor
"This attribute shall indicate whether or not program monitoring is in effect for this
Program Invocation. A Program Invocation which is being monitored uses the Event
Management facilities of MMS to infonn the requesting MMS user whenever the Program
Invocation leaves the RUNNING state. It does this by creating the referenced objects
listed below."

Event Condition Reference
"An event condition represents a conditional expression that detennines the state of an
event."

Event Action Reference
"An event action specifies the action to be taken when an event occurs."

Event EnroIlment Reference
"This is used to tie an EventCondition to a given EventAction, and to specify a client
application which is to receive notification of an event transition."
For more infonnation concerning Events see 5.8.

Execution Argument
"This attribute shall contain a character string or an externally coded parameter (not
specified by MMS) containing implementation specific infonnation appropriate to the
execution of this Program Invocation. It may be set by either the Start service or by the
Resume service. It shall initially be set to an empty string when the Program Invocation is
created."

Additional Detail
"This attribute allows additional attributes to be added by Companion Standards."
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5.5.3 Prowam Invocation services

The following services operate on Program Invocations:

CreateProgramInvocation
DeleteProgramInvocation

Create a new PI at a VMD at the server
Delete a PI at a VMD at the server

Start
Stop

Resume
Reset
Kill

Change the state of the PI to RUNNING
Change the state of the PI to STOPPED

Change the state from STOPPED to RUNNING
Change from STOPPED to IDLE or UNRUNNABLE
Set the state to UNRUNNABLE

GetProgramInvocationAttr. Get attributes, state, Domain references

5.5.4 The MAPware Program Invocation control data structure

The following data structure is used by the MAPware MMS and defines a particular
Program Invocation [CONI].

network

PI can be reset and restarted */
Using Event Notification */
Start argument */
Length of Start arg */
Number of Domains present in this PI

*dom_list[] /* Point to named_dom_ctrl s
tructures of the domains which
are referenced by this PI */

dbl link link; /* Do not use */
pi name[MAX IDENT LEN+l];/* Name of PI */
protection;- - /* Access privilege possible */
state; /* State of PI */
deletable; /* PI can be deleted over the

*/
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
*/
/* Do not use */

reusable;
monitor;
*start arg;
start Ten;
dom; -

reserved [4] ;
user rsrvd[B];
named dom ctrl- -

BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN
BYTE
SHORT
SHORT n

struct prog_inv
{

struct
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BOOLEAN

BYTE
BYTE
struct

} ;
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5.6 Other MMS objects

5.6.1 Variable access

The variable access services provide facilities which allow the client MMS-user to access
typed variables defined at the VMD [DIS 88]. These facilities are provided by five objects
in the VMD model, and by providing fourteen services which operate upon these objects.
The facilities describe the mapping between virtual objects, called MMS variables, and
real objects, called "real" variables. MMS variables are not variables in the usual sense,
but rather represent access paths to the underlying real objects. MMS variables do not
have a value attribute, but provide an access method to the value of the underlying real
variables. These real objects may be true system variables, or they may be system
constants, or they may represent system procedures which generate a value.

MMS defmes five variable access objects. Two objects describe the mapping between an
MMS variable and a real variable at the VMD. They are the Unnamed Variable object and
the Named Variable object.
Two other objects describe access to multiple variables. They are the Scattered Access
object and the Named Variable object.
The last object is the Named Type Object.

5.6.2 Semaphores
A semaphore is a flag indicating if a resource is being utilized. This can be used for
controlling access to a given resource by more than one remote application.

5.6.3 Events
An event corresponds to a boolean variable indicating a particular active or idle state of
the VMD. An MMS event refers to a change in the state of a particular event condition, or
the event condition being enabled or disabled (e.g. the value change from active to idle of
a given event condition).

5.6.4 Journals
A journal is a log of information for tracking acnvlty on the factory floor, possibly
acquired from many devices. A journal is typically intended to be accessed by a time
stamp indicating when a particular journal entry was made. Journals may contain infor
mation about events and the status of variables at various points of time.

5.6.5 Files
The file object is a resource belonging to a VMD.
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5.7 The MMS·EASE software

5.7.1 Introduction

In the FALC project the token-passing carrier band network, based on MAP 3.0 standard
is used for the communication between the cell-line controller and the workstation control
lers~ For the application interface the MMS-EASE implementation of SISCO company was
chosen also selled by Concord Communications Inc. [CON 1]. These interfaces are imple
mented on personal computers.

The SISCO MMS Embedded Application Service Element (EASE) consists of a library of
functions which provide the user with an interface to the MMS application service
elements which is called the MMS-EASE interface. Detailed descriptions of these
functions can be found in the MMS software programmers reference manual [CON 1].

MMS-EASE comes complete with the source code for a demonstration program. This
demonstration program gives an example of how an application program could be made,
using the MMS-EASE facilities. The demonstration is a menu driven program from which
the different services can be called. The input parameters necessary to perform a service
are filled in by the user whereafter a MMS library function is called. No real action,
except for the communications and displaying functions, is taken.

The demonstration program is more than just a demonstration and can be used as a
starting point for creating real application programs. Important is also that the MMS
EASE system is initialized correctly and the processing of messages is carried out

The source code f"J.1es of the demonstration program are structured in MMS categories (as
mentioned in chapter 5) and in MMS service primitives (as mentioned in chapter 4.5). An
overview of these source code files is presented in paragraph 5.7. The service mechanism
is presented in the next figure and will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Initiator

Choose MMS service and
fill in parameters

I

Call MMS library
request function

Response function is
called presenting
results

Figure 5.4 : MMS service mechanism.

--->

<---
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There is one specific include ftle that can be modified to correctly match the services to··
be included in the demo or the application program. The constants defined in this file con
trol the conditional compilation of the source so that references to unused functions are
not made. For some systems with memory limitations, it may not be possible to enable all
the services. Just a simple application program offering three context management services
(Initiate, Conclude, Abort) takes 350 Kb.

5.7.2 The structure of an application

Functions are named in a standard way and are grouped together in modules according to
the MMS function category they belong to. Each module is stored in a separate ftle with a
file name that can be recognized by an abbreviation of the MM.S function category. The
request, indication and response, and confirm functions are also grouped in separate files.

MMS categorie Requests Indication and Confinn
response

1 Connection MMSACON U_ICON U_CCON

2 VMD support MMSAVMD U_IVMD U_CVMD

3 Domain MMSADOM U_100M U_CDOM

4 Program Invocation MMSAPRG U_IPRG U_CPRG

5 Variable Access MMSAVAR U_IVAR U_CVAR

6 Semaphores MMSASEM U_ISEM U_CSEM

7 Events MMSAEVN U_IEVN U_CEVN

8 Journals MMSAJOU U_DOU U_CJOU

9 Files MMSAFIL U_IFIL U_CFIL

10 Operator MMSAOCS U_IOCS U_COCS

Tabel 5.1 : Overvieuw of source code files.

5.7.3 Request calling functions

After a service has been selected by pressing keys (or by the application program) one
request calling function is called.
The request calling functions can be recognized because of their format do_xxxx, where
xxxx can be any abbreviation of a MMS service. The source code of these functions can
be found in the flies mentioned in the third colum of tabel 5.1.
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The request calling functions prepare the actual request call by detecting and handling
errors or displaying a specific menu. E.g. checking if a channel is active after a channel
number has been entered. Finally, when no errors have been detected and all the desired
information is present, the MMS-EASE (library) request function is called.

Now it is up to the lower layers of the client to send the request frame. At the server the
frame will be received by the lower layers and an appropriate indication function of the
server application program is called.

MMS-EASE supports two basic methods for handling calls from the lower layers to the
application program. One of them uses the interrupt mechanism of the microprocessor.
The demonstration program implements another method. By calling a special function
(Comm_serve) the application program allows the lower layers to make a call to for
instance an indication function as mentioned above. This has the advantage that the
application program decides when it may be "interrupted". A disadvantage is that the
programmer must take care that a call to this function is periodically invoked.

5.7.4 The indication and response functions

The indication functions are called by the lower layers at the server. The primary task of
each indication function is to invoke the appropriate library response function (if it invol
ves a confirmed service). An other task is to actually perform the requested service. The
demonstration program just prints some information on the screen or informs for parame
ters that must be filled in by the user. The source code of these functions can be found in
the files mentioned in the fourth colum of tabel 5.1.

5.7.5 The confirmation functions

The last step in the sequence is the receIVIng of a confirmation. The confirmation
functions are called by the lower layers at the client. The demonstration program just
prints information on the screen about the requested service. The source code of these
functions can be found in the files mentioned in the last colum of tabel 5.1.
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6 The integration of MAPIMMS in FALe

6.1 Introduction

The integration of the MAP network in the production cell is shown figure 6.1. The
workstation controllers (AT 286) and the cell-line controller (AT 386) are all equipped
with a series 1215 carrierband token/net controller card from Concord Communications
Inc. (CCI). It provides all communication functions of the layers one to six of MAP. The
functions of the cell-line controller, workstation controllers and automation modules were
discussed in chapter 3.

Cell-line
Controller
Weld Cell
(AT 386)

MAP interface

I Carrierband network

I I

MAP interface MAP interface

Workstation Workstation
Transport Arc Welding
(AT 286) (AT 286)

16 bits RS 232
r/o

Automation Automation
Module Module
Transport Arc Welding
(PLC) (RCM)

Figure 6.1 : Hardware implementation of the hierarchical control structure.

At this moment there is no equipment installed with direct interfaces to MAP/MMS. But
PLC's with MAP/MMS interface, available on the market recently, could replace the now
installed PLC (Automation module Transport) connecting it directly to the carrierband
network. The current robot controller (RCM) could also be replaced by a robot controller
with a MAP/MMS interface. This does not force to change the functional hierarchical
structure. The cell-line controller only communicates with workstations and these worksta
tions communicate with the automation modules over one network.

The recently developped field bus (for instance of GE Fanuc) could connect sensors, that
are now individually coupled to the automation modules, to one bus system. If the
mentioned developments would be implemented the hardware implementation of the
hierarchical control system would look like figure 6.2.
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Cell-line
Controller
Weld Cell
(AT 386)

MAP interface

I Carrierband network

I I I I

MAP interface MAP interface MAP interface MAP interface

Workstation Automation Automation Workstation
Transport Module Module Arc Welding
(AT 286) Transport Arc Welding (AT 286)

(PLC) (RCM)

I I Field bus

I I I I

ISensor ISensor I Isensor I Isensor I
Figure 6.2 : "Future" Hardware implementation of the hierarchical control structure.

Although the functional structure is still hierarchical this cannot be recognized any more in
the hardware layout.

6.2 Implementing MMS services

The following MMS services are implemented from the following MMS categories to
fulfill the functions mentioned in chapter 3:

Environment and general management
Connections should be established before any other MMS service can be issued.
The implemented services are Initiate, Conclude and Abort.

VMD support
The workstation reports its status in a unsollicited way to the layer above when an error
occurs or if the recipe is finished.
The implemented service is UnsolicitedStatus. The service Status is also implemented
giving possiblities to check the status of a workstation for testing purposes.

Program invocation management
A recipe should be executed using the MMS service Start
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6.3 The VMD of the workstations

The used elements of the standard VMD as described in chapter 5 are:
- List of Program Invocations
- List of Domains
- Logical Status
- Physical Status

For every new recipe one Domain is added to the VMD. If the recipe should be executed,
what is normal, also a program invocation should be created referencing to this Domain.

The creation of the VMD takes place in the initialization phase. The data structures of
program invocations and domains are created by reading information stored in a specific
file (with the name VMDINFO). This fIle contains:

- a list of domain names
- a list of program invocation names with accompanying domain names

The list of domain names is used to allocate memory for the domain control structure of
every domain. The domains are added in an alphabetized list of named domains. The
domain control structure is fIlled in with specified defaults. More information can be
found in appendix C.

The second list is used to insen new program invocation control structures into the list of
program invocations. For every new program invocation memory is allocated, and the
program invocation control structure is filled with specified defaults. Each program
invocation control structure references to one domain (one recipe) because it is not
possible to execute two recipes at the same time.

The data structure describing the status of the VMD is present after initialization. To
describe the workstation state the status detail parameter (also present after initialization)
is used, containing implementation-specific additional data about the status of the VMD.
These datastructures can be fIlled in by a C code application program. The use of the
status detail parameter will be explained in the next paragraph.

6.4 The workstation state model

In the following the status detail parameter will be called the workstation state. Six
different states are distinguished closely resembling the robot VMD states as defmed in
the robot companion standard [RCS 89]. These states have the value 0 to 5 assigned to it.

RECIPE_IDLE
RECIPE_LOADED
RECIPE_READY
RECIPE_EXECUTING
RECIPE_PENDING
RECIPE_ERROR
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After initializing the workstation state is RECIPE_IDLE. In figure 6.1 the state model of
the workstation is given.

INITIALIZING

L..-__>

Figure 6.1 : Workstation state model

The state transition descriptions:

L..---3---......

6,--------1

10-----------'

1. Load - The recipe is successfully loaded from disk and the commands are loaded in a
buffer.
2. Check recipe positive - A syntax check was carried out successfully on the recipe.
3. Recipe error - An error is found during the syntax check of the recipe.
4. Starting - The execution of the recipe is started.
5. Execute error - An error occurred during the execution of the recipe.
6. End of recipe - All commands of the recipe have been carried out.
7. Wait - Wait until an event occurs, a timer is set.
8. Continue - The event causing the wait has occurred
9. Timeout - The timer expired.
10. Report error - Report the error.
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6.S The execution and completing of a workstation recipe
In this paragraph the whole service mechanism is given of starting a recipe in a work
station by the cell-controller (VMD is setup. workstation in listen mode).

Cell-line controller

Initiate request --->

Workstation Workstation state

IDLE

Initiate indication
<--- Initiate response

Initiate confirm IDLE

Start (name) request --->
Start indication
Load recipe belonging
to this program
invocation name

LOADED
Syntax check

READY
<--- Start response

Start confirm

Start executing recipe
EXECUTING

Execute commands
Wait command

PENDING
Continue, event happened

EXECUTING

UnsolicitedStatus
indication

Conclude request

Conclude confirm

End of recipe
<--- UnsolicitedStatus request

--->
Conclude indication

<--- Conclude response

IDLE

IDLE

The MMS service Initiate has to be invoked before other MMS services can be carried
out.

6.6 The Cell-line controller state model

During the last days of my thesis work a simple solution was programmed to control the
cell fully automatically by using recipes at cell-line level. These recipes are fl1led with
MMS commands and one wait command. The used software of the PPS and PCS is
almost identically to the software used at the workstation level. One additional cell-line
controller state is dermed.

RECIPE_IDLE
RECIPE_READY
RECIPE_PENDING
RECIPE_WAlT_ACK

RECIPE_LOADED
RECIPE_EXECUTING
RECIPE_ERROR
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Every command (excluding wait) is a MMS request that has to be conflnned within some
time. When waiting for a confirmation of an MMS request the state is RECIPE_
WAIT_ACK and not RECIPE_PENDING. The RECIPE_PENDING state is only entered
after a wait command in the cell-line controller recipe. More details can be found in
appendix C.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

The introduction of the new control system based on MAP/MMS in the flexible assem
bling and welding cell is a success. The same functionality as the old version of the
control system (based on one PC) is reached, using only a small part of the possibilities
offered by MAP/MMS. Important advantages are that new production tools can easily be
added to the cell and that the commands are standardized. The hierarchy of the CAM
reference model divides the control system in several layers and sub-systems that makes
the control system more easy to handle.

A disadvantage of MAP/MMS is its complexity. It takes a lot of time to get familiar with
the objects and services defmed by MMS. The provided demonstration program that can
be used as a base for the creation of a MMS application program is very useful but
unfortunately very little documentation is provided. This applies even more to the files
necessary for the correct configuration of the MAP controller card and the application
program. The MMS library functions however are described very well. An other problem
is that the MMS application program becomes very big (>500Kb) if more MMS services
are implemented.
It is however easy to add new production tools to the network if you are familiar with
MMS applications. Although it is necessary that this production tool offers communication
possiblities that can be integrated in a MMS application (C code) program.

The new features like starting a robot externally from a great distance lead to a discussion
about the safety of the FALC. At each workstation and at the cell-line controller emerg
ency buttons should be installed that stop the operation of the cell at the lowest level. Also
the installation of an emergency "pull bar" surrounding the transport system is studied. If
the operator has an emergency button the fully automatic demonstration of the FALC
leads to an improved safety by preventing operator faults. Although no problems occurred
until now the effects of a welding current of about 300 Amperes on nearby standing (non
industrial) personal computers is unknown.

In the next half year attention could be payed to:

- The interface to the operator of the cell.
- The design and implementation of the production evaluation system.
- The integration of the new transport control system and the new communication facilities
between PLC and workstation Transport in the control system.
- The alarm messages of the Robot controller that should be reported to the operator.
- The alarm messages (unsolicited) of workstations.
- The uploading and downloading facilities of recipes over the network.
- A study about the effects of electro-magnetical fields on personal computers.
- The production control system at CLC level.
- Showing progress and status of the CLC and the workstations on their screens.
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APPENDIX A

ABBREVIAnONS

ACSE
AE
API
AID
AP Name
AP Title
AR Name
AR Title
ASN.l

CAM
CASE
CCI
CFr
CIM
CLC
CS

DIB
DIS
DNC

FALC
FrAM

GM

HP

ISO
I/O
IS
ITP

LLC

MAP
MMFS
MMS
MMS-EASE

NSEL

OPP
OSI

Association Control Service Element
Application Entity
Authority Format Indication
Area Identifier
Application Process Name
Application Process Title
Application Reference Name
Application Reference Title
Application Service Element

Computer Aided Manufacturing
Common Application Service Elements
Concord Communications Inc.
Centre For manufacturing Technology
Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Cell-line controller
Companion Standard

Directory Information Base
Draft International Standard
Direct Numerical Control

Flexible Assembly and Welding Cell
File Transfer Access and Management

General Motors

Main (robot) Program (Haupt Program)

International Standard Organisation
Input / Output
International Standard
Institute of Information Technology for production automation 11JE/lN0

Logical Link Control

Manufacturing Automation Protocol
Manufacturing Message Format Standard
Manufacturing Message Specification
MMS Embedded Application Service Element

Network Selector

OSI Programmer's Package
Open System Interconnection
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PA
PC
PCS
PES
PI
PLC
PPI
PPS
PSEL

RCM
SISCO
SPIN
SSEL
STAID
SUBID
SUIC

TSEL

ULSM

VMD
VMI
VTS

WS
WSC

Presentation Address
Personal Computer
Production Control System
Production Evaluation System
Program Invocation
Programmable Logic Controller
Paired Primitive Interlace
Production Preparation System
Presentation Selector

Robot Control Module
System Integration Specialists Company
Stimulation Project on Information Technology
Session Selector
Station Identifier
Subnet Identifier
Simplified User Interface to CASE

Transport Selector

Upload State Machine Object

Virtual Manufacturing Device
Virtual Manufacturing Interface
Variable Transport System

Workstation
Workstation controller
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APPENDIX B

1 Th'TRODUCll0N

This appendix describes the configuration of the hardware and software necessary to run a MMS application
and describes how an MMS application program can be built. One part of this appendix (chapters 2 and 4) is
a new version of the mmsdemo.doc text file delivered by SISCO containing:

MMS_EASE

Demonstration Software Documentation

(C) Copyright 1986,1987,1988. All Rights Reserved By:

SIS C 0

Systems Integration Specialists Company, Inc.
14669 Barber, Warren, MI 48093

Tel: (313)774-0070, Telex: 6502943439

The main reasons to make a new version of this documentation were:

A lot of information deals with MAP V2.X (CASE) Addressing and can be skipped.

The menu explanation is updated because it covers an (older) version of the demonstration program.

A lot of infonnation, necessary to run an application, that can be found in several manuals is
combined in this document.
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2.0 NETWORK ISSUES (directly copied irom mmsdemo.doc with MAP 2.0 information removed)

In this section we will discuss how the OSI addressing scheme works, and what the differences are between
CASE and ACSE (MAP V2.X V.s. MAP V3.0) from the network and programmatic points of view.

2.1 Network addressing

To see how OSI addressing works lets look at a simple analogy of the telephone network. Suppose that
we wished to place a call from New York to Munich, West Germany. To place this call you would need to
know the following infonnation: I). the international access number (011), 2.) the country code (49 for
West Gennany), the city code (89), and the local number (assume 5551212). When you wish to communi
cate with the pany on the other side of the telephone network you would dial "01l~9-89-5551212". You
construct this "telephone nwnber" by concatenating the various elements described above. These elements
such as country code, city code, etc, are analogous to the SAPs or selectors of a MAP,IOSI network. When
you wish to communicate with another application process on an OSI network you specify the equivalent of
the telephone number by specifying a name or other entity which the network relates to a specific address by
putting together all the SAPs and selectors needed to construct an OSI address.

This final OSI "address" is called the Presentation Address for a MAP V3.0 network and a Session
Address for a MAP V2.X network. Both are constructed from all the SAPs and selectors. In fact the OSI
"address" at any specific layer is constructed by combining all the SAPs or selectors up to that layer. For
instance, a MAP V2.1 network address is composed of the NSAP, API, PSI, NID, LSAP, and MAC
Address. A MAP V3.0 presentation address is composed of the PSEL, SSEL, TSEL, and the network
address (which is composed of its constituentparts).

2.2 Naming authority

In most applications where the network is local, the assignment of SAPs and selectors can be rather
arbitrary and is probably done on an adhoc basis. However, if designing a large open network, the
assignment of names and addresses becomes an important issue. We therefore, will derme an entity which
we will call the "Naming Authority" that controls the assignment of names and addresses across the network.
Who is the naming authority? Well it can be anyone you desire. For instance, most large companies have
their own private telecommunications networks. Obviously the manager of this network will not allow just
anyone to assign addresses and access the network because these addresses must be unique and must con
fonn to the rules for naming and addressing for that network. In this case, the company will have dermed a
department or organization responsible for acting as the naming authority for the network. However, if you
are talking about a small PC based network that runs between your desk and your secretary's desk you are
probably the naming authority.

Later on when we discuss the assignment of AP Titles, Process Titles, etc. by the naming authority we
mean whoever has that responsibility for your network. This may be yourself assigning rather arbitrary
addresses or it may mean your plant-wide network manager.
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2.3 MAP V3.0 (OSI-ACSEl addressing

The following is a summary of the OSI addressing elements used by ACSE based (MAP V3.0)
networks.

2.3.1 AP Title

The AP Title is an Object Identifier that is assigned by your network naming authority and represents the
Application Process Title for your particular application process. An Object Identifier is a series of integer
values with each integer value successively representing naming authorities with a smaller and smaller scope
as you proceed down the list of integers. For instance, the first integer in the AP Title Object Identifier may
signify which global naming authority that this AP Title is assigned by. This might be equal to an integer
value (say one) that represents CCITT. Or it might be equal to a value (say two) that represents ISO. The
next integer value then might be representative of a naming authority within a given country such as United
States of America (NBS, ANSI, etc.). Next might come an integer value that represents a specific national
network naming authority such as Telenet, Tymenet, etc. Next would come an integer value that represents
which specific node on the national network such as Detroit, Michigan. Then an integer might represent,
which company wide network you are on. Then an integer to represent the division. Then an integer to
represent a specific plant or location. This sequence proceeds until the AP Title completely specifies all the
intervening naming authorities as well as the fmal integer which represents your specific application process.

If you are connecting to a local area network that is not globally interconnected to other networks, some
of the portions of the Object Identifier might seem superfluous. In fact, the AP Title is usually optional for
many network addressing schemes. All that is typically needed is the addressing information represented by
the Presentation Address. However, you can also observe that if at any point in the future you wish to
connect to other OSUMAP networks some standard way of representing the AP Title is necessary in order to
avoiding to rename every process title on a network. Although the assigning of the AP Title is somewhat
arbitrary, WE S1RONGLY SUGGEST THAT THE NAMING CONVENTIONS AND USAGE OF AP
TITLES AS SPECIFIED BY THE MAP V3.0 SPECIFICAnON BE USED IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN
COMPATIBILITY WITH OTHER MAP NETWORKS.

2.3.2 AP Invoke In, AE Qualifier, AE Invoke ID

These optional integer fields (where AE means "Application Entity") can be used in combination with
the AP Title to create what MAP V3.0 calls the AE Title. As discussed above, the AP Title and all these
other components are optional and if used must be registered with the appropriate naming authority(ies) for
your network. The specific usage of these fields is left up to the specific application and network needs.
The MAP V3.0 specification recommends that applications not require the use of an AE Title (which
consists of the AP Title, AP Invoke 10, AE Qualifier, and the AE Invoke 10) in order to establish
associations. However, if they are used and are required by your application, the MAP V3.0 specification
recommends that if you deny associations based on the AE Title that any corresponding enor code used in
the negative confmnation specifically call out that the reason for the denial of the association is related to the
AE Title. We might ask ourselves what the AE Title is for if it is optional? Well, in most applications they
are probably not needed but as an example lets look at the application of a multi-tasking cell controller on
the network with one AP Title because there is only one connection to the network via a single task. When
communicating with this cell controller you may also wish to communicate with the particular task that deals
with production scheduling. You can use the AP Invoke ID (or AE Qualifier or AE Invoke 10) for this
purpose and assign different AP Invoke lO's for the various tasks within your system. It would then be the
responsibility of the communicating task to figure out how to redirect the communications to the appropriate
task based on the AP Invoke 10. In this case we are using the AE Title like an instance number was used
for MAP V2.1 networks. This field is completely optional and if you cannot figure out how the various
elements of the AE title relate to your particular application then you probably don't need to use them. As
you can see, the AP Invoke ID, AE Qualifier. and AE Invoke 10 are analogous to the CASE instance
number discussed previously.
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2.3.3 Presentation selector

The PSEL provides the means to select the appropriate application layer services that are to be used by
allowing different PSEL's to be set for the different applications that may exist above the presentation layer.
The PSEL is a mandatory field that your network's naming authority is solely responsible for determining so
there is no default. A PSEL is represented as an integer value.

2.3.4 Session selector

The SSEL provides the means to select the appropriate presentation layer services that are to be used by
allowing different SSEL's to be set for the different types of presentation protocols that may exist above the
session layer. Your network's naming authority is solely responsible for determining the TSEL value.
However, in most networks there is only one type of presentation service available and therefore only one
SSEL of an arbitrary value will need to be dermed. An SSEL is represented as an integer value.

2.3.5 Transport selector

The TSEL provides the means to select the appropriate session layer services that are to be used by
allowing different values of TSEL's to be set for the different types of session services that may exist above
the transport layer. Your network's naming authority is solely responsible for determining the TSEL value.
However, in most networks there is only one type of session service available and therefore only one TSEL
of an arbitrary value will need to be defined.

2.3.6 Network address

At this point in the addressing scheme we encounter the network address. The network address actually
consists of several elements itself. The elements that comprise the network address are described below.

Authority Format Indicator

The API designates the naming authority which assigns the addresses for your network. All nodes on a
given network with the same naming authority should have the same API. This indicates that all the
addresses for those nodes with identical APIs would have been determined by the same naming authority.
To modify yoW' API, please refer to your naming authority or the appropriate standard if applicable. An API
is represented as 3 bytes.

Initial Domain Identifier

The IDI is used by the naming authority identified via the API to designate the initial domain of the
network address. This field allows the naming authority to designate a different IDI for different entities
within the naming authority's organization. As will be seen each entity designated by an IDI can also have
multiple networks and subnetworks. AIl nodes on a given physical network segment within a given
organization should have the same IDY. An 101 is represented by 3 bytes.

Area 10

The AID is used by the naming authority to further identify the area in which a network is installed.
The actual usage of this field is left completely to the determination of the naming authority but should be
used to designate an entity smaller in scope than that specified by the 101 but for which multiple networks
might still exist All nodes on a given physical network segment within a given area should have the same
AID. An AID is represented by 4 bytes.
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Subnet ID

The SUBID designates the subnetwork on which a node is located. The SUBm is used by the naming
authority to designate a specific network segment within the area specified by the AID. All nodes on a
given physical network segment should have the same SUBID. The SUBm is represented by 2 bytes.

Station ID

The STAID is used to designate the specific station or node on the subnetwork identified by the SUBID.
All nodes with the same SUBID should have different STAIDs. The STAID is represented by 2 bytes.

Network Selector

The NSEL provides the means 10 select the appropriate uansport layer services that are to be used by
allowing different values of NSEL's to be set for the different types of aransport services that may exist
above the Network Layer. However, most nodes only have one type of ttansport service available. The
default NSEL is 01 which allows you to communicate with other nodes on the network. You should not
change the default NSEL without specific authorization from your naming authority (or good reason) 10 do
so. The NSEL is represented by a single byte.

39840F 010203 00010203 0001 0023 01

1
-- --

I ~f NSEL
STAID
SUBID

> AID
> IDI
> AFI

MAP V3.0 NETWORK ADDRESS

You should note that the format of this network address for MAP V3.0 is different from the format for a
MAP V2.X network address by the fact that the MAC Address and LSAP (or LSEL) is missing. This is
because MAP V3.0 networks use what is called "dynamic routing". What happens is that a MAP V3.0
network will first interrogate the network (using services called "ES-IS") by broadcasting the network
address of a remote node that it desires 10 communicate with. The remote node responds with the MAC
Address and LSEL. This eliminates the need for a node to have prior knowledge of the MAC Address and
LSEL. With some MAP V3.0 implementations you may be able to disable the dynamic routing and use
static routing by specifying the MAC Address and LSEL. Consult your documentation concerning your
particular MAP V3.0 board for more information.

ARNAMES

AP Titles are represented by a sequence of integers whose values are assigned by a naming authority. This
naming authority is responsible for assigning the various network addresses and AP Titles corresponding to
those addresses.
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This results in an AP Title (a sequence of numbers) that may be okay for computers to deal with, but is
difficult for us lowly humans to relate to an actual application process. Therefore, MMS-EASE (and SUIC)
have introduced the concept of an Application Reference Name (AR Name).

An AR Name is a printable ASCII string that is used to represent an actual AE Title that consists of a
presentation address and possibly an AP Title. Please keep in mind that the AR Name is just a representati
on of the AE Title and presentation address and that other network users will not deal with your AR Names.
In fact, remote network users will only need to know your presentation address in order to get a message
through. The AR Name is simply a convenience for the local application. The only thing of importance to
other network applications is the presentation address.
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3.0 SETTING UP MMS·EASE

In order to create an MMS application and run it you will need to consider:

1. What hardware is needed.
2. How the system should be configured.
3. How the application program is built.
4. What flies are needed to run the application program.

3.1 The controller card

The Concord Communications Series 1215 Carrierband Token/Net Adapter is a MAP 3.0 network interface
for an ffiM PC AT or compatible. Both controller and modem functions are supplied on a single AT-bus
board.
The only information supplied with the controller is a manual of 15 pages giving some information about the
hardware and the installation, particulary about three dip switches [CON 3].
The selected settings are mentioned here:

- Switch SW2 : Base memory address 300 H (default)
- Switch SW3 : DMA channel switch channelS (default)
- Switch SW4 : PC interrupt 5 (not default but delivered so)

Note that interrupt 3 (mentioned default [CON 3]) is used by serial port 2 and interrupt 5 is normally
assigned to parallel printer port 2.

More information on the controller card is available :
5 Mbps Carrierband Modem Product Description
Docwnent no. L7-M050-3380
Concord Communications Inc.

3.2 Configuring the system

The OPP (051 Programmer's Package) is a set of utilities for managing Concord OPP Software and Concord
controllers [CON 4].
The OPP Toolbox offers two utilities:

1. Configuration Utility
2. DIB Utility

3.2.1 The configuration utility

The Configuration Utility lets you make changes to parameter values in a configuration flIe. This file is used
by OPP to configure the MAP 3.0 Software running on a local Concord controller card, and to store
configuration information about the card itself (such as base address and interrupt level).

To start up the configuration utility enter OPPCNF12.BAT or press F3 of the user dermed Norton menu.
The flIename containing the parameter values must be : OPP.CNF

Because up to four Conccrd controllers can be installed in one machine, the configuration file has four sets
of parameters values, one for each controller.
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The following three parameters (described in 2.1) must be set to the value set by the DIP switches on the
controller card:

- PC Interrupt
- Base Memory Address
- DMA channel

The Network Address can be set here and must be set to a unique value (see chapter 1 of this appendix).
The operation of the configuration utility is self-explanatory due to the on-screen instructions.

The following are the system parameters of the controller card of the FALC cell-line controller.

Receive Buff('J' Size
Parameter Values for controller
Controller Enabled (T/F)
Max. Startup Connections
PC Interrupt
Base Memory Address
DMAChannel
Slot Time
Channel Pair
Local Network Address

256
1
T
8
5
300
5
80
o
39 84 OF 45 4E 45 00 00 00 01 00 04 00 01 01

The system parameters of the workstations are identical except for the Local Network Address (Chapter 1).

Workstation Welding
Local Network Address
Workstation Transport
Local Network Address

3984 OF 45 4E 4500 00 00 01 00 04 00 02 01

39 84 OF 45 4E 45 00 00 00 01 00 04 00 03 01

The changes made to the configuration file do not take effect until the driver is loaded (or reloaded). This
requires a system reset. To load the MAP 3.0 Software that runs on the controller the file OPPSTART.BAT
should be started. This program starts the driver and loads OPP.

3.2.2 Dm utility

The Dm Utility lets you make changes to a DIB file. This fIle is a directory of applications on a network
and their addresses. For example, if a local user application wants to connect to another application on the
network, it must supply the presentation address of that application to OPP. As long as the local application
knows the common name of the remote application, it can look up the address in the local DIB fIle.

To start up the DIB Utility enter OPPDIB.BAT or press F4 of the Norton menu.
The dib filename must be : LOCALDIB.CNF

A DIB me entry consists of values for several parameters:

1. Common Name :The name of the application entity being identified.
2. Presentation Address :The presentation address (containing Psel, Ssel and Tsel) associated with that

common name.
3. Network Address : It must be unique for each controller in a network.
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The following are the values of one part of the LOCALDm.CNF of the cell-line controller derming the
presentation address and optional fields.

Common Name TRANSPORT

Presentation Address
Pselector
SseleclOr
Tselector
Network Addr

Optional Fields:
Object Class
AP Title
AE Qualifier

00000004
00 02
00 01
39 84 OF 45 4E 45 00 00 00 01 00 04 00 03 01

In our case the LOCALDm.CNF is the same for every station connected to the network. It is however bUe
that for instance workstation Transport does not need to know the Presentation Address of workstation
Welding because these workstations do not communicate. For testing pmposes sometimes an workstation is
used to play the role of cell-line controller so it is useful that every station knows the Presentation Addresses
of all the other stations. After testing these knowledge should be deleted. This facilitates detection of
isolations of the hierarchical CAM reference model.

3.3 Building the application program

MAPware MMS comes complete with the source code for a demonstration program that can be compiled
and linked with the MAPware MMS library to create a ready-to-run application that can be used to exercise
the various services supported by MAPware MMS. This MAPware MMS demo code can be used as the
starting point for an application program.

The source code is grouped together according to MMS function category and request. indication and
response as described in 5.7.
Descriptions of these files and other files can be found in appendix C of [CON 1]. Do not pay to much
attention to this list as these is a list of fIles for other revisions of the software. 1bey not only list fIles from
revision 4.10 but also for the releases 4.11 and 4.15.

The me MMSAPP.C is the main program body of the demonstration program. It controls the menu's of the
demonstration program and calls the request calling functions. It also handles the calls from the lower layers
by repeatedly calling the function comm_serve.

3.3.1 An example of the service mechanism

In this paragraph the principle of a request-indication-response-conrumation sequence (as explained in 5.7)
will be illustrated using the example of the Initiate service. This service is used to establish an association
with an other application and must be completed successfully before invoking other MMS services.

By pressing function keys (pI to select Context Management and again FI to select the Initiate service) the
demonstration program calls the function do_init. As we are invoking a MMS service of the MMS categorie
Connection management (Line I of tabel 5.7.1) the request function can be found in the me MMSACON.C
and the (original) source code is listed below. My comments are marked with a@ sign.
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@ Constant defined in MMSOP EN.H to control the
@ conditional compilation (see also 3.3.2 of this appendix)

Channel t To Use: n);

*/

/* if not legal channel */

MODULE NAME : mmsacon.c
/******************************************************************************/
/*do init */
/*Create and send an initiate request. */
/******************************************************************************/
VOID do ini t ()

{ -
BYTE title [180J;
SHORT chan:
tit MMS_INI'l'_EN , REQ_EN

printf (n\n Enter the
if (lintget('chan»

{
(*menu set fun) ();
return; -
)

if (chan >- max mms chan I I chan < 0)
{ - -
wait msg (nIllegal channel number");
(*menu set fun) ();
return; -
)

printf (- Enter the Application Process Title to Connect To
if (!strget(title»

{
(*menu set fun) ();
return; -
)

/* We now have all information required to establish an association
mms chan info[chanl.segsize - m_segsize;
if ( !mv-init (chan,title) )
print_re~error ();

(*menu set Iun) ();
tendif - -

}

The function asks for the input of a channel number and an application process (AP) title. Communication
channels represent potential associations with other applications. and each active association takes up one
channel [CON 1 page 1-75]. After correctly entering the channel number and the AP-title the MMS·EASE
(library) request function is called and handled by the lower layers. At the server the Indication function is
called whose source code (listed below) can be found in the file U_lCON.C (according to label 5.7.1).

MODULE NAME: u icon.c
/******************************************************************************/
/* INITIATE */
/******************************************************************************/
VOID u init ind (req info)
MMSREQ-IND *req info;
{- -

VOID list init info ();
SHORT code; -
tifdef DEBUG MMS @ defined in the batch file MAKEKMSO.BAT

if (mms deoug sel , MMSIND_PRINT)
{ - -
indic info~rint (re~info,-InitiateH);
list Init ~nfo «struct init info *) re~info->req_info-ptr);

tifdef CHECKOUT RESP -
if (ask ("\n\n Respond Positive? -,1»

mv init resp (req info);
else- - -

{

code - 0;
printf (- Enter Error Code (0) ");
intget ('code);
mp init err (req info,8,code);
} - - -

/* end CHECKOUT RESP */
/* allow user to see indic info */

/* no debug */

/* NOT DEBUG MMS */
/* just respond */

telse
mV_init_resp (re~info);

tendif
indic info wait ();
} - -

else
mv_init_resp (re~infol;

telse
mv init resp (re~info);

tendlf -
}
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If the server refuses to set up the association the MMS response function mp_init_err is called otherwise the
function mv_init_resp is called. After calling one of these two functions the lower layers of the server send a
message to the client. At the client the function u_mv_inicconf is called by the lower layers. According to

tabel 5.7.1. the source code (as listed below) can be found in the file U_CCON.C.

MODULE NAME : u ccon.c
/******************************************************************************/
/* MV INITI~TE */
/* NOTE : user MUST make use of VM function for initiate. so no 'u mp */
/* init conf' function need be provided - - */
/******************************************************************************/

VOID u mv init conf Ireq ptr)
HMSREO=PEND *rect...Ptr; -

{
VOID list init info I);
tif HMS INIT EN & REO EN
tifdef DEBUG-HMS -

if (mms deEug sel & HMSCONF PRINT)
{ - - -
conf info print Ireq ptr.nlnitiate W);
if Irect...ptr->resp_err)

list_err_info Irect...ptr);
else

list init info Iistruct init_info *) rect...Ptr->resp_inf0-Ftr);
conf info wait I);
I - -

.endif

.endif
ms clr mvreq Irect...Ptr); /* clear the VM command info */T -

3.3.1 Compiling the program

The demonstration program can be created by executing a batch me like MAKEMMSO.BAT delivered by
Concord. This batch file invokes a compiler to compile all the elements and at the end the compiled object
code is linked following a linker file MMSDEMOO.

The C Compiler required is the Microsoft C version 5.1 or greater or IBM C/2 version 1.10 or greater. The
large memory model is used.

The following batch file MAKEMMSO.BAT calls the compiler in the cl (command line) mode.
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del makemmso.lst
cl Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /DMAP30_ACSE /W2 IAL IGs mmsop_en.e; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /DOPP /DMAP30_ACSE /W2 IAL IGs mmsapp.e »mak-
emmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /DOPP /DMAP30_ACSE /W2 IAL IGs mmsaaese.e; »mak
emmso.Ist
cl Ie /BI ell.exe /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /DOPP /DMAP30_ACSE /W2 IAL IGs mmsamisc.e
; »makemmso.Ist
cl Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsallp.e ; »makemmso.Ist
cI Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsacon.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsavmd.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsadom.e ; »makemmso.lst
cl Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsaprg.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsavar.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsasem.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsaocs.e ; »makemmso.Ist
cl Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsaevn.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsajou.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs mmsaf1l.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs uservar.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_data.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_acse.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_indie.e ; »makemmso.Ist
cl Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_ieon.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_ivmd.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_idom.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_iprg.e ; »makemmso.lst
cI Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_ivar.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_isem.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_iocs.e ; »makemmso.lst
cl Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_ievn.e ; »makemmsolst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_ijou.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_ifil.e ; »makemmso.Ist
cl Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_confnn.e; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_ccon.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_cvmd.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_cdom.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_cprg.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_evar.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_esem.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_cocs.e ; »makemmso.lst
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_cevn.e ; »makemmso.Ist
cI Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_ejou.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DDEBUG_MMS /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs u_efil.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs getvalS.e ; »makemmso.Ist
el Ie /DLINT_ARGS /W2 IAL IGs fkey.e ; »makemmso.lst
link @mmsdemoo > mmsdemoo.lst

For the Microsoft C version the meaning of the slash commands are shown after calling el /help. The
meaning of the slash commands used:

Ie : Compile only. no link.
/D : DerIDes a constant or macro used in the source code.
/W2 : Defines a warning level.
IAL : Chooses the large memory model.
IGs : No stack checking
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Comments are placed in the flle MAKEMMSO.LST. This file must be examined after the compiling to.
ensure that no errors have occurred. The batch flle creates, after the linking process, the executable file .
MMSOPP.EXE.

The linker file MMSDEMOO is called in the last line of the MAKEMMSO batch flle and contains the
object modules that have to be linked and information about library's and options. An example is listed
below.

mmsapp +
mmsacon +
mmsavmd +
mmsadom +
mmsaprg +
mmsavar +
mmsasem +
mmsaocs +
mmsaevn +
mmsajou +
mmsafll +
mmsalJp +
mmsaacse +
mmsamisc +
uservar +
u_data +
u_acse +
u_indic +
u_icon +
u_ivmd +
u_idom +
u_iprg +
u_ivar +
u_isem +
u_ijou +
u_ievn +
u_iocs +
u_ifil +
u_confnn +
u_ccon +
u_cvmd +
u_cdom +
u_cprg +
u_cvar +
u_csem +
u_cjou +
u_ccvn +
u_cocs +
u_cfil +
mmsop_en +
fkey +
getva15
mmsopp
mmsopp.map ILl /MAP:60000 ICO /ST:8l96/SEGMENTS:52l /NOD /NOE
asnld.lib mmsd.1ib mmsoppdJib opp.lib utild.lib +
\ms5l\lib\Jlibce
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The compiling and linking process takes about one quaner of an hour on a 386 (25Mhz) computer and about .
halve an hour on a 286 computer. But when changes have been made to one file it is of course not necessary
to recompile all the flies. Just compile the changed flIe and start the linking process.

Note: When executing the MAKEMMSO.BAT batch flIe be sure that the files are compiled correctly before
linking. If an error occurs during the compiling process no new object flIe is created. After invoicing the
linker the old object flIe is linked. So check the list flIe each time to see if the module you wanted to
compile is compiled succesfully before linking.

3.3.2 Creating a subset of the demo program

The following should be noted about the source of the demonstration program:

1. The MMSOP_EN.H file must be mcxlified to correctly match the services you wish to be included
in the demo. For some systems with memory limitations. it may not be possible to enable all the
services. The demo program uses the constants defined in MMSOP_EN.H to control the conditional
compilation of the source so that references to unused functions are not made.

2. At the very end of the MMS_DEFS.H there are # defme statements used to control the compilation
of the demonstration program. It is possible to change the way the conditional compilation of the
demo program works by either commenting these # defmes out or not Optionally. these constants
can be defmed in the batch flIe MAKEMMSO.BAT.

3.3 Files needed to run the application program

Before running the MMS demonstration program the following information flies should be present in the
same directory as the executable file of the demonstration program.

1. The Directory Information Base (OIB)
SUIC.DIB
TPY.DIB

2. The Demo Configuration File
SUIC.CFG

3.3.1 The directory information base (PIB)

The SUIC.DIB file is a flIe that contains all the ACSE and network addressing infonnation needed by the
MMS-demo. Take note that not all the elements of the SUIC.DIB file are needed by the MMS demo. Many
of the ACSE parameters are set internally by the MMS demo to values that will override anything put in the
SUIC.DIB flIe for those parameters. In the description of the file that follows, those elements of the file that
are ignored by the MMS demo are clearly identified. In this section we will only describe what the format of
the SUIC.nm flIe is for ACSE based networks.

The SUIC.Dm file will contain the following information and must appear in the flIe in the order shown:

1. The Abstract Syntax Names
2. The Transfer Syntax Names
3. The Application Context Names
4. The Local Network Address
S. The Local AR Names. AP Titles. and Presentation Addresses
6. The Remote AR Names. AP Titles, and Presentation Addresses
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In the me fonnat described below, the following conventions are used:

1. Any line beginning with the sign ("#") denotes the beginning of a comment line. All comment lines
are ignored by MMS-EASE and are used only to assist the creator of the me in managing its
contents or the reader of the file in understanding its contents.

2. Any line beginning with a dollar sign ("$") indicates the beginning of each entry in the file. In
other words the occurrence of the farst $ indicates that the next non-blank. non-comment line(s) will
contain the Abstract Syntax Name(s). The next occurrence of the $ will indicate that the next non
blank, non-comment line(s) will contain the Transfer Syntax Name(s) and so on. All data on the
same line following the "$" is ignored by MMS-EASE.

3. Each line containing an entry field should begin each element of the field with a forward slash ("f')
and terminate each element of the field with a forward slash ("f'). IT any of the particular elements
of an field are to be omitted, then that particular element should contain two forward slashes in a
row ("If').

I

4. If a particular element of a given entry field should consist of multiple parts, such as those specified
by an Object Identifier (which is a sequence of integers), these parts should be separated by spaces.

The fonnat of the SUIC.DIB me is as follows:

1st Entry:

2nd Entry:

3rd Entry:

4th Entry:

5th Entry:

6th Entry:

Abstract Syntax Names - This entry contains Object Identifiers that identify the Abstract
Syntaxes that will be used. TInS ENTRY IS NOT USED. MMS-EASE overrides
anything in this field internally and selects the appropriate Abstract Syntaxes that are
selected via P_contexcsel.

Transfer Syntax Names - This entry contains the Object Identifiers that identify the Trans
fer Syntaxes that will be used. TInS ENTRY IS NOT USED. MMS-EASE overrides
anything in this field intemally and selects ASN.l as the Transfer Syntax.

Application Contexts - This entry contains the Object Identifiers that identify the Applicati
on Contexts that will be used. TInS ENTRY IS NOT USED. MMS-EASE overrides
anything in this field internally and selects MMS as the Application Context.

Local Network Address - This entry contains the network address of the local node. Only
one network address can be specified.

Local AR Names - This entry contains the Local AR Name information. For each AR
Name to be supponed locally you specify the AR Name, the AP Title, AP Invoke 10, AE
Qualifier, AE Invoke 10, Presentation Selector, Session Selector, and the Transpon
Selector. The AP Title, AP Invoke ID, AE Qualifier, and the AE Invoke 10 are optional
and may be omitted if desired.

Remote AR Names - This entry contains the Remote AR Name information. For each
remote application that you will be communicating with you specify the AR Name, the AP
Title, AP Invoke 10, AE Qualifier, AE Invoke 10, Presentation Selector, Session Selector,
and the Transpon Selector. The AP Title, AP Invoke 10, AE Qualifier, and the AE Invoke
10 are optional and may be omitted if the remote node does not require them.
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The following is an example of a valid SrnC.DIB me of the cell-line controller:

$ Abstract Syntax Names
/I

$ Transfer Syntax Names
II

$ Application Context Names
II

$ Local Network Address
#/NameAuth/InitDomainInt!AreaID/SubnetID/StationID/N~V
/39840F454E45000000010004000101/

$ Local AR Names
# Format:
#1ARname/AP_Tit!AP_inv_idlAE_qual/AE_invoke_id/p_~Vs_seVc~V
#
ICELL_CONTROUJ:.R/IIIJ(XXXXXX)4f(XXJ2f(XXJ11

$ Remote AP Names
# Format:
#1ARname/AP_Tit!AP_inv_idlAE_qual/AE_inv_id/p~Vs~Vtse1/nadrl
#
/WELDINGIIIIf(XXXXXX)4f(XXJ2f(XXJ 1/39840F454E45000000010004000201/
(fRANSPORTlIIII00000004/000'll0001/39840F454E45000000010004000301/
<BOP>

In the above example one local AR Name: "CELL_CONTROLLER" is specified that has no AP Title. Also
two remote AR Names: "WELDING" and "TRANSPORT" are specified. In most networks. like the network
used in the FALC-cell. there is only one type of presentation and ~ssion ~rvice available and there is only
one application layer above the pre~ntation layer. The values of the p~l. ssel and the lSel are therefore
default but must be the same for each AR Name. Most values are just a copy of the original files as
delivered by Concord. It is however better to change some values to prevent problems when connecting this
network to another network if that network also uses the~ values. Important is the station ID (STAID) value
that must be different for each node.

The file TPY.D1B is used by the application program to provide third party reference information. This
information normally is used to generate ASN.1 encoding/decoding for third party communications. This
ASCII me. can be created using an editor like the Norton editor.

For the me the following conventions are used:

1. Any line beginning with a pound sign (#) designates the beginning of a comment line. All comment
lines are ignored.

2. Each line containing an entry should begin and end each field with a forward slash (/). IT any of the
particular fields are to be omitted. that particular element should contain two forward slashes in a
row (/1).

3. IT a particular field consists of multiple parts. such as specified by an Object Identifier (which is a
sequence of integers). these parts should be ~parated by spaces.
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This section is used to map the local ARnames
into application references that include the
following.

Current use of the ap-titles begin with 1
indicating ISO, and the second component must
be less than 40. The other components are
configurable according to the local naming
authority.

The fonnat of the TPY.DIB file is as follows:

AR Names

This contains the AR Name infonnation. For each AR Name supported, the AR Name, the AP Tille, AP
Invoke ID, AE Qualifier and AE Invoke In must be specified.

Dala format is as follows:
/Amame/AP_tille/AP_invoke_idlAE_quallAE_invoke_idl
For example:
/Local/I 23 3////0CXXXXYJ41CXXJ2IOCXJ1/

The following is an example of a valid TPY.DID me of the cell-line controller:

# TPY.Dffi
#
#
#
#
# Fonnat:
#
# /ARname/AP_Title/AP_invoke_idlAE_quaVAE_invoke_idl
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
/CFl..L_CONTROLJ.£R/////
/WELDTNG/////
/TRANSPORTI////

3.3.2 The demo configuration file (SUIC.CFGl

If you will be using the MMS-EASE demonstration program you will also need to generate a file for the
demo that contains information required to properly configure the demo after powering up.

When using the demo programs you must also create a file named SUIC.CFG that tells the demo program
what AR Names to activate, what AR Names to register to which channels and which channels should be
listening.
The SUIC.CFG me contains the following information:

1. AR Names to be activated.
2. AR Names to be registered on which channels.
3. Which channels are to be listening (only needed for ACSE).

NOTE: In the SUIC.CFG file further described below, a blank line or any line beginning with a pound sign
("#") denotes the beginning of an entry. All data following the "#" sign on that line is ignored and
can be used to enter comments.
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If we asswne that:

1. the SUIC.DIB example shown previously is used
2. that we wish the local AR Name to be activated and registered on consecutive channels

The following is a valid SUIC.CFG file.

#1 AR NAMES TO BE ACTIVA1ED
CELL_CONTROll.ER
#2 AR NAMES TO BE REGIS1ERED ON CHANNELS
CELL_CONTROll.ER
CELL_CONTROll.ER
#3 CHANNELS TO BE LISTENING
#4 END OF FILE

CONFIGURATION REVIEW

Now we have described aU the necessary elements of configuring the MMS-EASE environment. Lets look
at the steps necessary to create and run the demonstration program in review.

1. Create or modify the SUIC.DIB and SUIC.CFG and 1PY.DIB fUes as appropriate.
2. Create your demo application program.
3. Download and start up your network.
4. Run the demo program.
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4.0 HINTS ON THE DEMO PROGRAM (copied from mmsdemo.doc and updated)

Before the demo program brings up the main menu, the following question appears:

How many channels (1-16)?

Enter any number, up to the maximum suppol'1ed by your board.

After initialization, the following menu appears:

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - CONTEXT MANAGEMENT
F2 - VMD SUPPORT
F3 - DOMAIN MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
F4 - PROGRAM INVOCATION MANAGEMENT
F5 - VARIABLE ACCESS
F9 - MORE !!
FlO - EXIT MMSEASE DEMO

From this menu, the various services of MMS-EASE can be accessed. Each selection from this menu is
accessed by pressing the appropriate function key. It brings up another menu which allows selecting a
specific service. If F9 is pressed, another menu will be displayed containing the choices shown below:

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - SEMAPHORE MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
F2 - OPERATOR COMMUNICATION OPERATIONS
F3 - EVENT MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
F4 - JOURNAL MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
F5 - FILE OPERATIONS
F6 - MISCELLANEOUS
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

4.1 HINTS ON MENU NAVIGAnON

By pressing the appropriate functions keys, the menus of the MMS-EASE demo can be navigated.
Eventually, a particular MMS me~ge to send will be selected. At this point, prompts are displayed below
the menu to enter the data used in the message. For instance, the first value that must be entered is the
channel number. The demo asks for this value using the following prompt

Enter the Channel # To Use (0):

Note: A number may appear in the parenthesis just before the colon. 11lis indicates the default value
for the channel number. If using the default, press <RET>. If using a different channel, type in the channel
number followed by a <RET>.

At various points when mling out data fields, there may be prompts with an "0" or an "R" in
parenthesis.
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(0) indicates that the data for this field is OPTIONAL.
REQUIRED.

(R) indicates that the data for this field is

If you do not wish to enter the data for an OPTIONAL field, press <RET> and that data will not be sent
in the PDU.

However, data MUST be provided for those fields marked as REQUIRED. If not, MMS-EASE will not send
the message.
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4.2 cm1n'EXT MANAGEMENT MENU (FI FROM MAIN MENU)

Pressing FI brings up the following menu providing access to the various context management services
ofMMS.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - INITIATE
F2 - START ASSOCIATE LISTEN
F3 - STOP ASSOCIATE LISTEN
F4 - CONCLUDE
F5 - ABORT
F6 - CANCEL
F7 - INITIATE I RELEASE TEST
Fa - INITIATE I ABORT TEST
F9 - DISPLAY MMS CHANNEL INFO
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

FI INITIATE: Selecting this option initiates an association with a remote application process. For
MAP V3.0, a specified channel must have an activated and registered AR name.

... YOU MUST INITIATE AN ASSOCIATION PRIOR TO ANY OTHER SELECTION·"

F2 START ASSOCIATE LISTEN: This option switches the role from requester to responder. This
tells MMS-EASE that the association is set to receive Initiate indications. If not using this option,
only outgoing Initiate requests will be allowed for the specified channel. Enter the channel number
for this option.

F3 STOP ASSOCIATE LISTEN: This option disables the listen mode on the specified channel. This
must be done before an association is aborted or concluded.

F4 CONCLUDE: This option releases a previously active association with the remote node. Use only
when no more requests will be made over the channel, and no more indications or confumations
need to be received over the channel. Enter the channel number for this option.

FS ABORT: This option aborts a previously active association. No further transfers can occur over the
channel. It is recommended to normally CONCLUDE associations (it is more graceful). Enter the
channel number for this option.

F6 CANCEL: This option sends out a cancel for a previously sent request to a remote node which has
not yet responded. Enter the Invoke ID assigned to this request when the message was sent. This
can be obtained by enabling the Request Queue Information Display. Use SET MMS DEBUG
LEVELS from the MISCELLANEOUS selection from the main menu.

F7 INITIATE / RELEASE TEST: This option starts a test which continuously initiates and concludes
an association. Enter the channel number, AP Title (MAP V.21) or AR name (MAP V3.0), and
delay time (in seconds).

F8 INITIATE / ABORT TEST: This option starts a test which continuously initiates and aborts an
association. Enter the channel number, AP Title (MAP V.21) or AR name (MAP V3.0), and delay
time (in seconds).

F9 DISPLAY MMS CHANNEL INFO: This option views the parameters negotiated when an
association was established. Enter the channel number.

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns to main selection menu.
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4.3 VMD SUPPORT MENU WZ FROM MAIN MENU)

Pressing F2 brings up the following menu allowing access to the various VMD Support services
supported by MMS-EASE.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - STATUS
F2 - UNSOLICITED STATUS
F3 - IDENTIFY
F4 - RENAME
FS - GET NAME LIST
F6 - GET CAPABILITY LIST
F7 - VMD MANAGEMENT MENU
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Fl STATUS: This option sends out a status request to a remote node. Enter the channel number. In
addition, the demo uses the extended derivation mode. It prompts for numeric values representing
the logical and physical status, as well as an optional local detail parameter. See the MMS·EASE
manual or the MMS specifications for a description of the fields. The remote node should respond
with its status.

F2 UNSOLICITED STATUS: This option sends out the status of the local node in an unsolicited
manner (remote node did not request status) to the remote node. Need to fill in the individual data
elements required for the message, same as for status. There is no response for this request.

F4 Used to rename an MMS object at the server.

F3 IDENTIFY: This option obtains identifying information from the remote node concerning its
revision level, vendor name, etc. Enter the channel number.

FS GET NAME LIST: This option obtains a list of defined MMS object names from the remote node.
Enter the channel number, object class number, whether it is standard MMS object class, and if it is
VMD, Domain, or AA specific, and an optional name to start after. Refer to the MMS·EASE
manual or the MMS specs for information concerning how to fIll out the data fields.

F6 GET CAPABILITY LIST: This option obtains a list of capabilities describing the functionality of a
domain from the remote node. Enter the channel number.

F7 VMD MANAGEMENT MENU: This selection brings up another menu to access various VMD
management services.

FlO RETURN 10 MAIN MENU: This selection returns to the main selection menu.
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4.3.1 LOCAL VMD MANAGEMENT MENU <F6 FROM VMD SUPPORT MENU)

Pressing F6 brings up the following menu providing access to the various YMD Management services
supported by MMS-EASE. Multiple VMDs increase flexibility in the area of device management.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - ADD VMD
F2 - DELETE VMD
F3 - DISMANTLE VMD
F4 - LIST ALL VMDs
FS - SELECT CURRENT VMD
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Fl ADD YMD: This option allows adding multiple YMDs. Each time a VMD is added. it is assigned
a node number. and defaults are created for the MMS objects associated with this YMD. The demo
asks for the following:
User info string for new YMD: user-reserved, could be used for a description of the new VMD
Channel number for new VMD: enter channel number to be used for new VMD - enter as many
channels as required. To quit, enter a blank.

F2 DISMANTLE YMD: This option dismantles a VMD.

F3 DELETE VMD: This option deletes a VMD. Need to enter the node number.

F4 LIST ALL VMDs: This option displays all available VMDs and their status. The demo asks the
following:

Do you want to see mapping from channels to YMDs?

A "y" displays the channel mapping information, shown in the following example:
Label for VMD on channel 0: VMD #1
Label for VMD on channell: VMD #2
Label for VMD on channel 2: VMD # 1

Then, there is an individual display of MMS objects available for each vmd node added:
vmd node number 1
user info: VMD #1
Named Variables: Are Present
Variable List: Not Present
Named Type List: Not Present
Scattered Access List: Not Present
Semaphore List: Not Present
Event Condition List: Not Present
Event Action List: Not Present
Journal List: Not Present
Named Domains: Are Present
Program Invocations: Not Present
Operator Stations: Not Present
NOTE: MMS-EASE does not support all of the MMS objects for multiple VMDs at this time.

F5 SELECf CURRENT VMD: This options allows the selection of the default VMD to be used.
Need to enter the node number.

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns to the YMD support menu.
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4.4 DOMAIN MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS <F3 FROM MAIN MENU>

Pressing F3 brings up the following menu providing access to the various Domain management services
of MMS. See the MMS-EASE reference manual for further information on how to fill out these fields.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - DOMAIN UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD MENU
F2 - LOAD DOMAIN CONTENT
F3 - STORE DOMAIN CONTENT
F4 - DELETE DOMAIN
F5 - GET DOMAIN ATTRIBUTE
F6 - ADD NAMED DOMAIN
F7 - DELETE NAMED DOMAIN
Fa - LIST ALL NAMED DOMAINS
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

FI DOMAIN UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD MENU: This selection brings up another menu providing
access to the various services needed to initiate and terminate upload and download sequences.

F2 LOAD DOMAIN CON1ENT service may be used by the MMS client to request that the MMS
server load a fIle from its own fIlestore or from a third party into a designated Domain [12 plD-26].
The demo program does not actually load any domains. it just sends the message. Enter the channel
number, domain name. and file name to be loaded, as well as whether the fIle is sharable. and if
sending detail and! or third party.

F3 STORE DOMAIN CONTENT service allows an MMS client to request that the contents of a
specified Domain at the MMS server be stored in a file on a filestore. "Storing a Domain requires
whatever processing is necessary such that it may be loaded later using the Load Domain Content
service [DIS 88 plD-29]. Again. knowledge of the MMS specs is necessary in order to use this
effectively. The demonstration program does not actually store any domains. it simply sends the
messages. Enter the channel number, domain name. file name to be stored. and if sending third
party.

F4 DELElE DOMAIN service may be used to request that an MMS server delete the specified
Domain [DIS 88 plO-32]. Need to enter channel number and domain name to be deleted.

F5 GET DOMAIN ATfRffiUTE service may be used to request that an MMS server return the
attributes associated with the specified Domain [DIS 88 plD-34].

F6 ADD NAMED DOMAIN: This option adds a named domain into the local data base of named
domains. Refer to the MMS-EASE reference manual under the section on VM1 Domain Manage
ment for information regarding the data needed to enter. The MMS-EASE demo comes prepro
grammed with the following domains:
Robot
Flex...,gage

F7 DELElE NAMED DOMAIN: This option deletes a named domain from the local data base. Enter
the channel number and domain name.

F8 LIST ALL NAMED DOMAINS: This option displays all the locally defmed named domains.
Enter the channel number.

Note: The last three services are not specified by DIS 9506.

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns to the main selection menu.
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4.4.1 DOMAIN UPLOADIDOWNLOAD WI FROM DOMAIN MANAGEMENT MENlD

Pressing Fl brings up the following menu providing access to the various Domain upload/download
services of MMS. See the MMS specifications in order to use the services accessed by these selections. See
the MMS-EASE reference manual for further information on how to fill out these fields described below.
The services supported by this demo do not perform any useful work. They only pass the entered data back
and forth across the association. For example, if a request is sent out to initiate a download. and the
download data starts coming, it is displayed, but not stored to any domain.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - INITIATE DOWNLOAD SEQUENCE
F2 - DOWNLOAD SEGMENT
F3 - TERMINATE DOWNLOAD SEQUENCE
F4 - INITIATE UPLOAD SEQUENCE
F5 - UPLOAD SEGMENT
F6 - TERMINATE UPLOAD SEQUENCE
F7 - REQUEST DOMAIN DOWNLOAD
F8 - REQUEST DOMAIN UPLOAD
F9 - VM UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD MENU
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Fl INITIATE DOWNLOAD SEQUENCE service may be requested by the MMS client to instruct the
MMS server to create the named Domain and to begin its loading [DIS 88 plO-IO]. Enter the
channel number, and domain name, as well as the capability string, whether it is sharable, and if
sending detail.

F2 DOWNLOAD SEGMENT service shall be requested by the MMS server to request that a segment
of download information be transferred by the MMS client [DIS 88 p 10-12]. Data is displayed, but
not stored to any node. Enter the channel number, domain name, and load data to be downloaded.
MMS responds with option of either HEX or ASCII display.

F3 TERMlNAlE DOWNLOAD SEQUENCE service shall be requested by the MMS server to indicate
to the MMS client that the Download Sequence is complete [DIS 88 plQ-14] sent from the node
that contains the domain, not the node which initiated the download. Enter the channel number,
domain name, and whether to discard.

F4 INITlATE UPLOAD SEQUENCE service may be requested by the MMS client to instruct the
MMS server to prepare to upload the Domain of the specified name [DIS 88 plO-16]. Enter the
channel number, and domain name, as well as the capability string, whether it is sharable, and if
sending detail.

F5 UPLOAD SEGMENT service may be invoked by the MMS client to request the transfer of a
segment of upload data from the specified Domain by the MMS server [DIS 88 p 10-18]. Data is
displayed, but not stored to any node. Enter the channel number, domain name, and load data to be
uploaded. MMS responds with option of either HEX or ASCn display.

F6 TERMlNAlE UPLOAD SEQUENCE service may be used by the MMS client to request that the
MMS server terminate an Upload Sequence whether the upload was succesful or not [DIS 88 plQ
20]. Enter the channel number, domain name, and whether to discard.

F1 REQUEST DOMAIN UPLOAD service allows an MMS-user to request that the contents of a
specified Doarnin located at the requesting MMS-user be uploaded to the responding MMS-user
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[DIS 88 plO-24]. Need to enter the channel number, domain name, and file name to be uploaded, as
well as the capability string, whether it is sharable, and if sending detail.

F8 REQUEST DOMAIN DOWNLOAD service may be used to request that the reponding MMS-user
initiate a Download Sequence with the requesting MMS-user. Need to enter the channel number,
domain name, and me name to be downloaded, as well as the capability string. whether it is
sharable, and if sending detail.

F9 VM UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD MENU: This option brings us to a desired MMS VM upload/down
load activity.
FI - VM UPLOAD: Upload a domain (from a local node to a remote node).
F2 - VM DOWNLOAD: Download a domain (from a remote node to a local node).

Note : These services are not specified in DIS 9506.

FlO RETURN TO MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY MENU: This returns to the DOMAIN
MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS MENU.
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4.5 PROGRAM INVOCAnON MANAGEMENT MENU CF4 FROM MAIN MENU)

Selecting F4 brings up the following menu providing access to the program invocation services of MMS.
None of these menu selections cause any local actions to occur except for an appropriate message to be sent

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - CREATE PROGRAM INVOCATION
F2 - DELETE PROGRAM INVOCATION
F3 - START
F4 - STOP
F5 - RESUME
F6 - RESET
F7 - KILL
Fa - GET PROGRAM INVOCATION ATTRIBUTE
F9 - LOCAL PI MENU
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

FI CREATE PROGRAM INVOCATION: This option creates a program invocation at the remote
node. This must always be invoked before using the START option.

F2 DELETE PROGRAM INVOCATION: This option deletes a program invocation at the remote
node.

F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

START: (IDLE -> RUNNING)
STOP: (RUNNING -> STOPPED)
RESUME: (STOPPED -> RUNNING)
RESET: (STOPPED .> IDLE)
Kil.L

These selections all issue the respective
MMS command to the remote node. The remote
node must have a defmed program invocation.
Enter the program invocation name.

F8 GET PROGRAM INVOCATION ATTRIBUTES: This option obtains, from the remote node, the
attributes associated with a given program invocation.

F9 LOCAL PI MENU : This option gives an new menu
FI - ADD LOCAL PROGRAM INVOCATION
F2 - DELETE LOCAL PROGRAM INVOCATION
F3 - LIST LOCAL PROGRAM INVOCATIONS
FlO - RETURN TO PI MENU

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns to the main selection menu.
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4.6 VARIABLE ACCESS (F5 FROM THE MAIN MENU)

Selecting F5 brings up the following menu providing access to the variable access services of MMS.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - READ
F2 - WRITE
F3 - INFORMATION REPORT
F4 - TYPE/NAME DEFINITION REPORT
F5 - SCATTERED ACCESS/VARIABLE LIST MENU
F6 - LOCAL NAMED TYPE MENU
F7 - LOCAL NAMED VARIABLE MENU
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

FI READ: This option reads the value of a named variable at the remote node.

F2 WRITE: This option writes a new value into a variable at the remote node.

F3 INFORMAnON REPORT: This option sends an Infonnation Report message. This message is
used to inform the remote node of the value of a variable without requiring that the remote node
request that value. The MMS-EASE demo sends these messages but they are not processed by the
demo.

F4 TYPE/NAME DEFINITION MENU: Selecting this brings up another menu sending the MMS
services needed to create or delete new variables and types at the remote node. The MMS-EASE
demo sends these messages but they are not processed by the demo. Variables and types, that are
defined locally, can be created or deleted. (see F5 and F6 below)

F5 SCATIERED ACCESSNARIABLE LIST DEFINITION MENU: Brings us to a new menu.

F6 LOCAL NAMED TYPE MENU: This selection brings up another menu to allow the managing of
named types that are dermed locally.

F7 LOCAL NAMED VARIABLE MENU: This selection brings up another menu to allow the
managing of named variables that are defined locally.

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns to the main selection menu.

4.6.1 INFORMATION ON VARIABLE ACCESS

In order to use the variable access mechanism, certain information, about the demo, and MMS
definitions of variables and types, is necessary. Some of this information is provided below. If additional
assistance is needed, please refer to the MMS-EASE Reference Manual or the MMS specs for more infor
mation.

A. All variable access must be done via a Named Variable and a Named Type.

B. Each named variable or type must be associated with a named domain or with the VMD specific
domain.

C. The MMS-EASE demonstration comes with the following preprogrammed VMD-specific Named
variables:
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Variable Name

Air_Pressme
Status
Temperature
VMD_Narne

Type

Integerl6
Integer16
Integerl6
String64

D. The MMS-EASE demonstration comes with two preprogrammed domains (Robot and Flex_Gage)
which contain the following Named Variables:

DOMAIN: Robot

Variable Name

X_Axis
Y_Axis
Z_Axis

Variable Name

X_Dimension
Y_Dimension
Z_Dimension

Type

Float
Float
Float

Type

Float
Float
Float

E. The MMS·EASE demo comes preprogrammed with all the types contained in the VMD specific
domain, shown as follows:

Type Name

Boolean
Double
Float
Integer16
Integer32
Integer8
Stringl28
String16
String256
String32
String64
String8
Unsigned16
Unsigned32
Unsigned8

Description

TRUE or FALSE variable (0 or I)
Double Precision Floating Point number
Single Precision floating point number
16-bit signed Integer
32-bit signed Integer
8-bit signed Integer
128 Character string variable
16 Character string variable
256 Character string variable
32 Character string variable
64 Character string variable
8 Character string variable
16-bit Unsigned integer
32-bit Unsigned integer
S-bit Unsigned integer
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4.6.2 SAMPLE WRITE

The following procedure walks through the step-by-step process of writing a variable:

A Select F2 from the Variable Access Menu

B. The prompt will be:

" Enter the Channel # To Use (0) :"

Enter the appropriate channel number

C. The prompt will be:

" SELECT NAMED VARIABLE:
( O:VMD-Specific, 1:00M-Specific, 2:AA -Specific) Enter Object Scope (default =0):"

Here enter the scope of the variable. Suppose, variable X_Axis in the Robot domain with a value
of 1.234£4 is to be written. We must now enter 1 to specify the variable is specific to a domain.

D. Now the demo will prompt for the domain specific information as follows:

" OOM-Specific Name, Enter Domain Id : (R)"

Enter "Robot" for the domain name.

E. Now the demo will prompt for the name of the particular item within the specified domain with:

" Enter Item Id : (R)"

Now enter the variable name "X_Axis"

F. Now the demo will ask for the type information for the specific variable as follows:

" SELECT TYPE :
( O:VMD-Specific, 1:00M-Specific, 2:AA -Specific) Enter Object Scope (default = 0): "

Now enter <RET> to use the default (VMD-Specific). Remember that the types have all been
entered into the VMD-Specific domain automatically by the demo.

G. Now, the demo prompts for the particular type within that domain:

" Enter VMD-Specific Name: (R) "

Enter the type name "Float"

H. The demo then prompts for the data to write into that variable:

"Enter Data : "

Now enter the floating point data "1.234E4"

I. After pressing return, MMS-EASE will send the message and display the main menu briefly.

J. H using the standalone version of the demo, a request sent over one channel will be received as an
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indication on the other channel. If using the network demo, the following message will be display-
ed on the remote node (if it is also running the demo). In the case of the standalone demo, the
display will appear on the local node as follows:

"MMS REQUEST RECEIVED

Time Received: Thu Oct 08 11:05:11 1987

Channel = 1
Invoke ID = 1
Opcode = 5
Operation Specific Information Present
Operation is : Write
Variable Access Specification, Number of Variables = 1 Variable 1)
DOM-Specific Domain Id: Robot
Item Id: X_Axis
Alternate Access : Not Present
Number of Data to Write: 1
Write Data 1) 87 05 08 39 01 64 EF'

This contains information about the message that was just sent (a write request). All that is
necessary is to press <RET>, and MMS-EASE will automatically send the response.

K. When the response is received. the following message will be displayed:

"MMS RESPONSE RECEIVED

Channel = 0
Invoke ID =1
Opcode = 257
Data Present

Request Issued Time: Thu Oct 08 11:05: 11 1987
Response Received Time: Thu Oct 08 11:05:15 1987

Operation is : Named Write"

L. This indicates that the write was perfonned successfully. This same variable can now be read using
the same procedure, except do not enter any data for the variable. It will be displayed in the
response instead.
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4.6.3 TYPEINAME DEFINITION MENU (F4 FROM VARIABLE ACCESS MENU)

Selecting F4. from the variable access menu, brings up the following menu to select the MMS services
needed to create or delete new variables and types at the remote node. The MMS-EASE demo sends these
messages but they are not processed.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - GET VARIABLE NAME DEFINITION
F2 - DEFINE VARIABLE NAME
F3 - DELETE VARIABLE NAME
F4 - GET TYPE DEFINITION
F5 - DEFINE TYPE NAME
F6 - DELETE TYPE NAME
FlO - RETURN TO VARIABLE ACCESS MENU

Fl GET VARIABLE NAME DEFINITION: This option obtains. from the remote node. the defmition
associated with a given variable name. The same information is needed as if specifying a variable
for read or write operations except that after the type is specified, the demo asks for the following:

"ENTER ADDRESS :
( 0: Numeric. I:Symbolic. 2:Unconstrained )
Enter Address Type:"

Here enter a 1 for Symbolic addressing. MMS-EASE demonstration software addresses variables of
the same type as an array of variables. Each variable of the same type occupying a single member
of the array. The symbolic address entered is the offset in this table. This means that if two named
variables with the same symbolic address are specified. they will actually physically reside at the
same address.

After entering the Address type. the demo prompts for the address:

"Enter Symbolic Address: (R)"

Here enter a number from 1 through 16 to specify the symbolic address.

F2 DEFINE VARIABLE NAME: This option defmes a single contiguous variable and specifies its
type at a remote node.

F3 DELE'IE VARIABLE NAME: This option deletes a single contiguous variable at the remote node.

F4 GET TYPE DEFINITION: This option obtains. from the remote node. the definition associated
with a given data type.

FS DEFINE TYPE NAME: This option names a data type at a remote node.

F6 DELE'IE TYPE NAME: This option deletes a data type at the remote node.

FlO REnJRN TO VARIABLE ACCESS MENU: This returns to the variable access menu
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4.6.4 LOCAL NAMED TYPE MENU <FS FROM VARIABLE ACCESS MENU)

Selecting F5, from the variable access menu, brings up the following menu to manage locally defined
types.

SELECT DESIRED MMS LOCAL NAMED TYPE ACTIVITY

Fl - ADD STANDARD NAMED TYPES
F2 - LIST ALL NAMED TYPES
F3 - DELETE NAMED TYPE
FlO - RETURN TO VARIABLE ACCESS MENU

F1 ADD STANDARD NAMED TYPES: As previously described, the MMS·EASE demo comes
preprogrammed with certain standard types already present in the VMD·Specific domain. This
option allows adding these types to any named domain or VMD. Need to enter the channel number,
and Object Scope (VMD-Specific, DOM·Specific, or AA·Specific).

F2 LIST All. NAMED TYPES: This option obtains a list of all the named types locally defined for a
given domain, or VMD. Need to enter the channel number. The demo asks the following question:

Expand Types'?

If "y", then each type is explained in an expanded form, such as:

Named Type: Boolean

Blocked Length: 1
Number References: 0

Runtime type table contains 1 elements
Runtime Table Element List: ASN.l Type
Boolean 01

hit key for next type -

Max Length •

Whether this option is selected or not, the next screen displays the complete list of Types associated
with the specified object See 5.6.1 INFORMAnON ON VARIABLE ACCESS, described
previously.

F3 DELE1E NAMED TYPE: This option allows deleting types from any named domain, or VMD.
Need to enter the channel number, TYPE NAME, Object Scope, and VMD-Specific Name.

FlO RETURN TO VARIABLE ACCESS MENU: This returns to the previous variable access menu.
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4.6.5 LOCAL NAMED VARIABLE MENU <F6 FROM VARIABLE ACCESS MENU)

Selecting F6, from the variable access menu, brings up the following menu to manage locally defined
variables.

SELECT DESIRED MMS LOCAL NAMED VARIABLE ACTIVITY

Fl - ADD LOCAL NAMED VARIABLE
F2 - DELETE LOCAL NAMED VARIABLE
F3 - LIST LOCAL NAMED VARIABLES
FlO - RETURN TO VARIABLE ACCESS MENU

FI ADD LOCAL NAMED VARIABLE: This option adds a named variable into the local data base.
The same infonnation is needed as if specifying a variable for read or write operations except that
after the type is specified, the demo prompts with:

ENlER ADDRESS:
( 0: Numeric, I:Symbolic, 2:Unconstrained )
Enter Address Type:

Here, enter a I for Symbolic addressing. MMS-EASE demonstration software addresses variables
of the same type as an array of variables. Each variable of the same type occupying a single
member of the array. The symbolic address entered is the offset in this table. This means that if
two named variables are specified with the same symbolic address, they will actually physically
reside at the same address.

After entering the Address type, the demo prompts for the address:

Enter Symbolic Address: (R)

Here, enter a number from I through 16 to specify the symbolic address.

F2 DELETE LOCAL NAMED VARIABLE: This option deletes a previously defmed local named
variable.

F3 LIST LOCAL NAMED VARIABLES: This selection obtains a list of all the variables defined for a
given domain.

FlO RETURN TO VARIABLE ACCESS MENU: This returns to the variable access menu.
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4.7 SEMAPHORE MANAGEMENT OPERATORS MENU (F9 THEN Fl FROM MAIN MENU)

By selecting F9 from the Main Menu, then selecting FI from the subsequent menu, the following menu
appears providing access to the various semaphore management services of MMS. See the MMS-EASE
Reference Manual for further information on howto fill in the fields described below.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - TAKE CONTROL
F2 - RELINQUISH CONTROL
F3 - REPORT SEMAPHORE STATUS
F4 - REPORT POOL SEMAPHORE STATUS
FS - REPORT SEMAPHORE ENTRY STATUS
F6 - DEFINE SEMAPHORE
F6 - DELETE SEMAPHORE
FlO - RETURN TO VARIABLE ACCESS MENU

FI TAKE CONTROL: This allows taking control of a semaphore at a remote node. Enter the
channel number, semaphore type and name. There are also several optional fields.

F2 RELINQUISH CONTROL: This allows releasing control of a semaphore at a remote node. Enter
the channel number, semaphore type and name, also optional named token field.

F3 REPORT SEMAPHORE STATUS: This obtains information regarding a semaphore, such as
whether it is hung, owned, or free. Enter the channel number, and semaphore type and name.

F4 REPORT POOL SEMAPHORE STATUS: This obtains a list of the names and states of the
named tokens controlled by a pooled semaphore at the remote node. Enter the channel number,
semaphore type and name, named token type and name, also several optional fields.

F5 REPORT SEMAPHORE ENTRY STATUS: This obtains names of the application processes that
are either QUEUED, HUNG for a semaphore, or OWNED by a semaphore. Enter the channel
number, semaphore type and name, also several optional fields.

F6 DEFINE SEMAPHORE: This defines a token semaphore, not a pooled semaphore, at the remote
node. Only association specific semaphores can be remotely defmed this way. Enter the channel
number, semaphore type and name, and number of tokens.

F7 DELETE SEMAPHORE: This deletes a semaphore at the remote node. Enter the channel number,
and semaphore type and name.

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns you to the main selection menu.
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4.8 OPERATOR COMMUNICATION OPERATORS MENU(F9 THEN F2 FROM MAIN MENU)

By selecting F9 from the Main Menu, then selecting F2 from the subsequent menu, the following menu
appears providing access to the various operator communication operators services of MMS. See the MMS
EASE Reference Manual for further information.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - OUTPUT OPERATION
F2 - INPUT OPERATION
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

FI OUTPUT OPERAnON: This writes a message to an operator display or other output device.

F2 INPUT OPERAnON: This obtains operator input from a specified device at the remote node.

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns to the main selection menu.

4.9 EVENT MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS MENU (F9 THEN F3 FROM MAIN MENlD

By selecting F9 from the Main Menu, the selecting F3 from the subsequent menu, the following menu
appears providing access to the various event management services of MMS. See the MMS-EASE
Reference Manual for further information on how to fill in the fields described below.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - GET EVENT CONDITION ATTRIBUTES
F2 - REPORT EVENT CONDITION STATUS
F3 - EVENT NOTIFICATION
F4 - ACKNOWLEDGE EVENT NOTIFICATION
F5 - GET ALARM SUMMARY
Fl 0 - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

FI GET EVENT CONDmON ATTRIBUTES: This obtains the attributes of an event condition, from
the remote node. Need to enter the channel number, and event condition name. The demo then
displays the REQUEST RECEIVED screen and asks for the following:

MMS Deletable (Yin): (default = FALSE)
Enter Event Condition Class (0 - I) : (default =0)
Enter Priority (0 -127) : (default = 64)
Enter Severity : (default = 255)
Enter Alarm Summary Repons (yIn) : (default = FALSE)
Enter Additional Detail : (0)
Enter Monitored Variable Choice (0 - I) : (default = I)
(0:name, I:address, 2:description, 3:scattered access,4:validated)
Enter Choice:
Enter Evaluation Interval:

F2 REPORT EVENT CONDmON STA11JS: This obtains certain stams information about an event
condition. Enter the channel number, and the event condition name. The demo then displays the
REQUEST RECEIVED screen and asks for the following:
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Enter Current State (0 - 2) : (default =2)
Enter Number of Event Enrolbnents:
Enter Enabled (yIn):
Enter Time of Last Transition to Active:
(O:Time of Day, l:Time Sequence 10)
Enter Event Time Type (R) :
Enter Time of Last Transition to Idle:
(O:Time of Day, I:Time Sequence ID)
Enter Event Time Type (R) :

F3 EVENT NOTIFICATION: This informs an enrolled remote node of the occurrence of a transition
of an Event Condition. The demo asks for the following:

Enter the Channel # To Use (0) :
Enter Event Enrollment Name:
(O:VMD-Specific Name, 1:0om-Specific Name, 2: AA-Specific Name)
Enter the Object Scope (default = 0) :
Enter the VMD-Specific Name: (R)
Is Event Cond Name Defmed ?
Enter Severity: (R)
Send Current State ?
Enter Current State: (R)
(O:disabled. l:idle, 2:active)
Enter Transition Time: (O:Time of Day, l:Time Sequence ID) Enter Event Time Type (R) :
Enter additional detail: (0)
Enter Notification Lost (yin) : (default = FALSE)
Enter Acknowledge Rule (0) :
(O-none, I-simple, 2-ack-active, 3·ack-all)
Send Action Result
(O:VMD-Specific Name, 1:0om-Specific Name, 2: AA-Specific Name)
Enter the Object Scope (default =0) :
Enter the VMD-Specific Name: (R)
Action Result Tag: (O:success, l:failure)

F4 ACKNOWLEDGE EVENT NOTIFICATION: This tells the remote node that the local node has
acknowledged an Event Notification previously sent to a remote node. Enter the channel number,
event condition name, event action name, acknowledge state, and event time type.

F5 GET ALARM SUMMARY: This obtains summary information about the status of various Event
Conditions that specify an alarm type of event at a remote node. The demo asks for the following:

Enter the Channel # To Use (0) :
Enter Enrollments Only (yIn) : (default = TRUE)
Enter Active Alanns Only (yIn) : (default = TRUE)
Enter Acknowledge Filter: (default =TRUE)
(O:not acked, 1:acked, 2:a1l)
Enter Most Severe Filter: (default = 0)
Enter Least Severe Filter: (default =255)
Enter Application Specific Filter: (0)
Enter Continue After Name : (0)
(O:VMD-Specific Name, 1:0om-Specific Name, 2: AA-Specific Name)
Enter the Object Scope (default = 0) :
Enter the VMD-Specific Name; (R)

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns you to the main selection menu.
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4.10 JOURNAL MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS MENU (F9 THEN F4 FROM MAIN MENU)

By selecting F9 from the Main Menu, then selecting F4 from the subsequent menu, the following menu
appears providing access to the various journal management services of MMS. See the MMS-EASE
Reference Manual for further information on how to fill in the fields described below.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - WRITE JOURNAL
F2 - READ JOURNAL
F3 - INITIALIZE JOURNAL
F4 - REPORT JOURNAL STATUS
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Fl WRITE JOURNAL: This writes the contents of a Journal Entry at the remote node. The demo
asks for the following:
Enter the Channel # To Use (0) :
(O:VMD-Specific Name, l:Dom-Specific Name, 2: AA-Specific Name)
Enter the Object Scope (default = 0) :
Enter the VMD-Specific Name : (R)
Enter Entry Content ?
Enter Additional Detail : (0)
Enter Entry Form (2 - 3) : (default =2, data)
Enter Event Condition Name: (O:VMD-Specific , l:Dom-Specific Name, 2: AA-Specific Name)
Enter the Object Scope (default =0) :
Enter the VMD-Specific Name: (R)
Enter Current State (0 - 2) : (default = 0, disabled)
Enter List of Variables -
Enter Variable Tag: (0)

F2 READ JOURNAL: This reads the entries of a journal at the remote node. The demo asks for the
following:
Enter the Channel # To Use (0) :
Enter Journal Name:
(O:VMD-Specific Name, l:Dom-Specific Name, 2: AA-Specific Name)
Enter the Object Scope (default = 0) :
Enter the VMD-Specific Name : (R)
Enter Range Start Specification : (0)
(O:ending time, l:starting entry)
Enter Starting Entry : (R)
Enter Range Start Specification : (0)
(O:ending time, l:number of entries)
Enter Number of Entries : (R)
Range Start Specification pres 0 Range Stop Specification pres 1
Enter Application Specific Filter: (0)
Enter Variable: (0)
Enter Start After Entry Specification : (0)

F3 INITIALIZE JOURNAL: This tells the remote node to initialize all or part of a journal. Need to
enter the channel number, journal name, whether to send a limit spec, and an a limiting entry.

F4 REPORT JOURNAL STATUS: This obtains the status of a journal at the remote node. Enter the
channel number, and journal name per object scope.

Fl RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns you to the main selection menu.
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4.11 FILE OPERAnONS MENU <F9 then FS FROM MAIN MENU>

By selecting F9 from the main menu, then selecting F5 from the subsequent menu, the following menu
appears providing access to the various file operations available through the MMS services. See the MMS
EASE Reference Manual for further infonnation on how to fill in the fields described below.

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - COpy FILE
F2 - OBTAIN FILE
F3 - FILE OPEN
F4 - FILE READ
FS - FILE CLOSE
F6 - FILE MANAGEMENT MENU
F7 - DISPLAY OPEN LOCAL FILES
Fa - DISPLAY OPEN REMOTE FILES
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

FI COpy FILE: This option copies a me from a remote node to the local node using the MMS file
services. Enter the channel number, the remote file name, and the me name to use locally. MMS
EASE takes care of the rest

F2 OBTAIN FILE: This option commands the remote node to obtain a me from the local node. The
remote node must support this service in order for the transfer to take place. If running one MMS
EASE demo against another, simply type in channel number, AR title, and local and remote source
me names. The MMS-EASE virtual machine takes care of all the details.

F3
F4
F5

Fll..E OPEN
Fll..E READ
Fll..E CLOSE

These options perform manual operation on files
that, when using the COpy or OBTAIN selections,
are performed automatically by the MMS-EASE virtual machine. A detailed
knowledge of the MMS file services is necessary in order to effectively utilize
these selections. Need to enter the channel number, and the file name.

F6 Fll..E MANAGEMENT MENU: This selection displays another menu to perform additional MMS
EASE services such as renaming or deleting mes, or obtaining directory information.

F7
F8

DISPLAY OPEN LOCAL FILES
DISPLAY OPEN remote FILES
on a channel-by-channel basis.

These options obtain lists of
all the files currently open at either the remote or local node

FlO RETIJRN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns you to the main selection menu.
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4.11.1 FILE MANAGEMENT MENU (F6 then FILE OPERATIONS MENU)

Selecting F6, from the me operations menu, brings up the following menu to perfonn additional MMS
services for me manage

SELECT DESIRED MMS COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY

Fl - FILE RENAME
F2 - FILE DELETE
F3 - FILE DIRECTORY
FlO - RETURN TO FILE OPERATIONS MENU

FI Fll..E RENAME: This option renames a me at the remote node. Need to enter channel number,
current and new me names.

F2 Fll..E DELETE: This option deletes a me at the remote node. Enter channel number and file name.

F3 Fll..E DIRECfORY: This option obtains me directory information from the remote node. Enter
channel number and file name.

FlO RETURN TO Fll..E OPERATIONS MENU: Returns to the File Operations Menu.

4.12 MISCELLANEOUS MENU (F9 then F6 FROM THE MAIN MENU)

Selecting F9 from the main menu, then F6 from the subsequent menu, the following menu appears
providing access to various miscellaneous operations available through the MMS-EASE demo.

SELECT DESIRED ACTIVITY

Fl - SETUP CONTINUOUS SEND
F2 - ISSUE SYSTEM COMMANDS
F3 - SET MMS DEBUG LEVELS
F4 - SUIC MENU
FlO - RETURN TO MAIN MENU

FI SETUP CONTINUOUS SEND: This option configures the demo to continuously resend a selected
message for a specified number of times. The first prompt is for the number of repetitions. Enter 0
if the demo is to operate normally, or enter the desired number of repetitions.

Then, the demo prompts for whether or not a running count of the messages should be printed as
they are sent Answer "Y" if the screen should display the running count

After answering these questions, select an operation to perform (such as variable read or write).
MMS-EASE will continually send the entered number of messages the response for each message
has been received. When all the transactions are completed, the demo tells the total elapsed time,
and displays the average time per transaction.

F2 ISSUE SYSTEM COMMAND: This option allows issuing an MS-DOS command from within the
demo software.

F3 SET MMS DEBUG LEVELS: This selection displays prompts regarding modification of debug
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levels for MMS-EASE, see the next section for further explanation.

F4 SUIC MENU: This selection accesses a menu to perfonn various SUIC operations. The only item
nonnally needed on this menu is to obtain a detailed listing of the channel status.

FlO RETURN TO MAIN MENU: This selection returns you to the main selection menu.

4.12.1 SETTING THE MMS DEBUG LEVELS <F3 FROM mE MISCELLANEOUS MENU)

Selecting F3 from the Miscellaneous menu allows modifying the way the demonstration software
displays infonnation regarding communications activities. The demo prompts with a series of messages. If
answer "N" to any of those messages, the demo does not display any of the corresponding information. If
answer "Y", the demo displays the corresponding information to the screen. If type <RET> to a prompt, the
corresponding debug level will remain unchanged.

If any of these debug levels are enabled, a key will continuously have to be pressed on the keyboard in
order for the demo software to proceed.

To configure a node so it automatically responds without operator intervention to requests that are
received, turn off all debug levels except for the following (which should be on):

"Enable Background Communication Service "

The following is a brief description of the various debug levels which can be accessed:

CASE IN1ERFACE: Displays all CASE activity.

MMS ENCODE: Displays MMS encoding activity

MMS DECODE: Displays MMS decoding activity

ASN.l ENCODE: Displays ASN.l encode activity

ASN.I DECODE: Displays ASN.I decode activity

Indication Que Infonnation: Displays infonnation regarding the indication queue.

Request Que Information: Displays information regarding the request queue.

MMS Indication Infonnation: Displays incoming MMS indications.

MMS Confmnation Information: Displays incoming MMS confmnations.

Background Communications: Allows communications to be serviced in the background when all
debug levels have been turned off.
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APPENDIX C
This appendix discusses the software of the PPS and PCS for both workstations and the CLe. Also the
changes and extensions of the MMS demonstration program are described.

1 The Production Preparation System

1.1 Recipes

All recipes are created with an normal editor like Norton. It is not necessary to build an editor because this
editor can be caIled from an application program (for instance programme(! in C ) without any problem.
After quitting the editor the execution of the application program will continue.
Recipes contain:

- command lines preceded by a - sign
- comment lines, every line not starting with a - sign.

The part of the PPS dealing with recipes contains three functions and is the same for both workstations and
the CLC.

Functions: Get_Recipe_Commands, Sbow_Recipe_Commands, Cbeck_Recipe_Commands
Filename containing these functions: PPS.C
DatastruclUres:

char recipe[max_recipe_line][80]

int GecRecipe_Commands(char recipe_name(80))
- Copies all lines of the me recipe_name preceded by a - sign to the recipe buffer.
- Returns TRUE if the me recipe_name exists and the buffer can contain all command lines of the
file.

void Show_Recipe_CommandsO
- Prints the recipe buffer on the screen.

int Check_Recipe_CommandsO
- Should perform a (syntax) check on the recipe (not filled in yet).
- Returns TRUE.

1.2 VMD setup

The me containing the information to set up the VMD has the name VMD_INFO and is again created using
a normal editor. The VMD setup takes place after starting the MMS application program. The main body
(MMSAPP.C) of this MMS application program contains an initialization part that invoke the functions:

- secusecdomsO
- secuser...,pisO

By calling these two functions user defmed domains and program invocations are created prior to the es
tablishment of an MMS context. The MMS demo application program defmed these two functions that create
some domains and PI's just by getting the names and other infoonation necessary for creation from the
source code. These two functions were changed to read some of the information like the names of domains
and PI's from a me. So compare this software to the original software if you are wondering why something
is programmed in a certain way.
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The VMD setup file contains:

- command lines preceded by a - sign
- names between the commands -domlist -dom_end and -pi_start -pi_end
- comment lines

An example of a valid VMD setup me is listed here:

-dom_list
testdomain1
testdomain2
-dom_end

-pi_start
testpil
testdomain1
-pi_end

-pi_start
testpi2
testdomain2
-pi_end

After invoking the two mentioned functions and using the VMD_INFO me given above two domains will be
created with names testdomainl and testdomain2. The attributes of the domain are filled with default values
specified in the source code. After creating the domains two Pi's are created with names testpi 1 and testpi2
both referencing to one domain respectively testdomainl and testdomain2. The attributes of the PI's are mled
with default values.

Functions: set_user_dams, set_userJlis
Filename containing these functions: U_DATA.C
Original functions: set_user_doms, secuseCpis (MMS-EASE)
Datastructures:

char vmd_info[max_vmd_info_line][80]
char curr-pi[80]
char curr_domain[80]

void secuser_domsO
- Copies the file VMD_INFO to the buffer vmd_info.
- Calculates the number of domains to allocate enough memory.
- Sets the default values of the domain structure.
- Calls the :MMS library function ms_add_named_domain for every domain specified in the buffer
VMD_INFO.

void secuser-pisO
- Searches the buffer until an -pi_start occurs.
- After the occurrence of the -pi_start the following two lines are copied in the strings cUrT-pi and
cUIT_dom.
- Sets the default values of the PI structure.
- Calls the :MMS library function ms_add-pi for every PI specified.
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2 The Production Control System

2.1 Introduction

The main body of an MMS application program as running at the workstations and the CLC is stored in the
file MMSAPP.C. After initialization the program is constantly checking if a functions key is pressed LO call a
MMS service function (do_xxxx) or switch menu's. If no function key is pressed the function
mms_comm_service is invoked that can process incoming and outgoing messages (by calling comm_serve).
The source code is:

After discussing the PCS of the workstations Welding and Transport the PCS of the CLC will be discussed.

2.2 Workstation Welding

At the workstations, recipes can be started by the MMS command Start. These WS recipes contain
commands described in 3.3.1 that invoke DNC functions. The available user interface functions are listed
below (fJJ.e DNC.C).

int PROGRAMMA_STARlENO
int PROGRAMMA_STOPPENO
int PROGRAMMA_KIEZEN(byte new_HP_nr)
void RCM_BEDRUFSTOESTAND_LEZENO
void BEVESTIGINGO
void ALARM_STATUS_LEZEN( )
int START_ROBOT_PRG(int roboChp_nr)
void Rl_RESTORE_RS2320

Start selected robot program
Stop selected robot program
Select robot program new_HP_nr
Read RCM status
Conflml RCM message
Read RCM alarm status
Select and start robot program robochp_nr
Conclude DNC link, disable interrupts

These user interface functions were originally written by R.Vidal [VID 89] in Pascal and were adapted to
Turbo C by P. den Uyl [UYL 90]. Because these functions should be invoked by the MMS environment that
is wriuen in Microsoft C it was necessary LO rewrite the source LO Microsoft C what lOOk quite long due to
some bugs in the source and other reasons. This is explained at the end of this paragraph. To process the
messages that are sent and received to and from the RCM the function WatchO must be called periodically.
This is done by adding the function call WatehO LO the function check_keyO (file FKEY.C) mentioned
above.

The source of the PCS of workstation Welding can be found in the file PCS.C. The program makes use of
the workstation state as described in chapter 6. The variable that represents the state is ws_robocstate. The
PCS will be explained by describing the MMS services invoked by the CLC. At the CLC the services can be
chosen by hand as the program will ask for input, or the services are called following a recipe. In the first
case the request calling functions do_uxx will be called (paragraph 5.7.1) and in the second case the request
calling function do_auLO_xxxx will be called. The do_xxxx functions are the original functions of the
demonstration program that ask for manual inpUL The do_auLO_xxx functions are adapted do_xxxx functions
were the parameters are fJJ.led in automatically.
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Service : INITIATE
Service group: Environment & General Management
Use: Establish an association, necessary to perfonn any communication

CLIENT: CLC
Dermed functions supporting this Service :
From recipe: int do_auto_init(int chan, char AP_title[80])
From menu: void do_initO

.. Placed in file (MMSAxxx.C) : MMSACON.C

.. Input parameters :
.. Channel number
.. Application Process title

.. Returns: TRUE if request was send correctly (do_auto_init)

.. Called MAPware MMS library request function: mv_initO

SERVER: Workstation Welding
Note: (MMS environment must be set up and SERVER must be in listen mode.)
Called user dermed indication function : u_iniUnd

.. Placed in file (U_Ixxx.C) : U_ICON.C

.. Action:
.. Print "Initiated successfully" on screen
.. Call MMS library response function mv_iniUesp

CLIENT: CLC
.. Called user defined confirm function: u_mv_inicconf

.. Placed in file (U_Cxxx.C) : C_UCCON.C

.. Action : if positive response then set flag ws...,pos_respons
to report to the PeS of the CLC a positive response (see 2.4)
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Service: CONCLUDE
Service group: Environment & General Management
Use: Terminate an association with the remote node.

CLIENT: CLC
Defmed functions supporting this Service :
From recipe: int dO_8uto_conclude(int chan)
From menu: void do_concludeO

• Placed in file (MMSAxxx.C) : MMSACON.C
• Input parameters :

• Channel
• Returns: TRUE, if request is sent successfully (do_auto_conclude)
• Called MAPware MMS library request function: mp_conclude

SERVER: Workstation Welding
Note : The server refuses to conclude when ws_robocstate is not IDLE.
Called user defmed indication function: u_conclude_ind

• Placed in file (U_Ixxx.C) : U_ICON.C
• Action:

• If ws_robocstate=IDLE then answer positive; call mp_conclude_resp
• Else call response function mp_conclude_err(err)

CLIENT: CLC
• Called user defined confirm function : u_mp_conclude_conf

• Placed in file (U_Cxxx.C) : U_CCON.C
• Action : if positive response set flag ws-POs_response

to report to the PeS of the CLC an positive response (see 2.4)
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Service: ABORT
Service group : Environment & General Management
Use: Abort an established association abruptly without negotiation.

CLIENT: CLC
Dermed function supporting this Service :
From menu: do_abort 0

... Placed in file (MMSAxxx.C) : MMSACON.C

... Input parameters :
... Channel

... Called MAPware MMS library~ function: mp_abort

SERVER: Workstation Welding
Note: The server must conclude the association.
Called user dermed indication function : u_aborUnd

... Placed in file (U_lxxx.C) : U_ICON.C

... Action:
... If ws_robot_state is not IDLE call AborcRecipeO (described below).
... Call RCRESTORE_RS232.

CLIENT: CLC
... Called user defined confinn function: no confirm function called (unconfirmed service)

Function: Abort_Recipe
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastructures & Variables:

int ws_robocstate
void Abort_RecipeO

- If the WS state is RECIPE_PENDING the function PROGRAMMA_STOPPEN is called to stop
the executing robot program.
- If the WS state is not RECIPE_IDLE then PI state of the current PI is set to IDLE by calling the
function do_change~i_state (described below) and the WS slate is set to RECIPE_IDLE.

Function: do_changeJi_state
File containing this function: MMSAPRG.C
Datastructures & Variables:

char curr~i_name[80]
void do_change~i_stateO

- The state of the PI with name curr~Cname is set to IDLE by calling the MMS library function
ms_change~Cstate.
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Service: STATUS
Service group: VMD support
Use: Detennine the general status of the VMD.

CLIENT :
Dermed function supporting this Service :
From menu : void do_statO

* Placed in file (MMSAxxx..C) : MMSAVMD.C
* Input parameters :

* Channel
* Called MAPware MMS library~ function: mp_status

SERVER: Workstation Welding
Called user dermed indication function : u_status_ind

* Placed in file CU_Ixxx.C) : U_IVMD.C
* Action:

* Logical status is set to 0 (State changes allowed)
* Physical status is set to 0 (Operational)
* Local detail is set to the workstation state
* Additional detail is not present

* Called MAPware MMS library request function : mp_status_resp

CLIENT: CLC
* Called user defined confinn function: u_mp_status_conf

* Placed in file CU_Cxxx.C) : U_CVMD.C
* Action : Print status infonnation on the screen

The MMS services STOP and RESUME are implemented just for testing purposes or emergency cases only
at the Workstation Welding (because the transportsystem can not be stopped!). The indication function at the
SERVER directly invokes the ONC interface functions PROGRAMMA_STOPPEN and
PROGRAMMA_STARTEN. The PI state is changed but the WS state not
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Service: START
Service group : Program Invocation management
Use : Change the state of the PI to running

CLIENT: CLC
Dermed functions supporting this Service :
From menu : void do_startO
From recipe: void do_auto_stanO

... Placed in file (MMSAxxx.C) : MMSAPRG.C

... Input parameters :
... Channel
... PI name
... Start Argument (not used)

... Called MAPware MMS library~ function: mp_start

SERVER: Workstation Welding
Called user dermed indication function : u_start_ind

... Placed in file (U_lxxx.C) : U_IPRG.C

... Action:
... Checks if PI exists and the state of the PI is IDLE
... If starting of PI allowed copy pi name to cUIT...,pi_name
... Call Start_RecipeO (described below)

... Called MAPware MMS library request function: mv_start_re8p

CLIENT: CLC
... Called user defined confinn function : u_mp_start_conf

... Placed in file (U_Cxxx.C) : U_CPRG.C

... Action : if positive response set flag wS-JX>s_response
to report to the PCS of the CLC an positive response (see 2.4)

The MMS service Start starts the recipe at workstation level by calling the function Start_Recipe(pi name).

Function: Start_Recipe
File containing this function : PCS.C
Datastructures & Variables:

int ws_robocstate
char cUIT_domain_name[SO]

int Start_Recipe(stringSO pCname)
• Returns FALSE if ws_robocstate is not RECIPE_IDLE.
• Calls function do.-,get_domain_name (described below) to rmd the domain name (clDT_domain_
name) this PI is referencing to.
- Returns FALSE if the domain name can not be found.
- Calls Get_Recipe_Commands of the PPS.
• If GecRecipe_CommandsO and Check_Recipe_CommandsO return TRUE the ws_robocstate is
set to RECIPE_READY and the return value of Start_Recipe is TRUE.
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Listing:

int Start Recipe(stringBO pi name)
{- -

int success=FALSE;

if (ws rODot_state--RECIPE_IDLE)
{ -
if (do get domain name(pi name»

( - - - -
if (Get Recipe Commands(curr domain name»

{ - - --
ws robot state-RECIPE LOADED;
Show RecIpe Commands(Y;
if (Check Recipe Commands(»

{ - -
ws robot state-RECIPE READY;
curr recIpe line=O; 
success-TRUE;
}

}
return success;

Function: dOJet_domain_name
File containing this function: MMSAPRG.C
Original function: do_IisUocal""pis (MMS-EASE)
Oatastructures & Variables:

char cUrT_domain_name[80]
int dOJet_domain_name (char pLname[80D

- Searches in the list of PI names to find the PI name pi_name.
- If the PI name is found the first referenced domain is assigned to cUrT_domain_name and the
function returns TRUE.

After calling the function StarcRecipe the workstation Welding state can be RECIPE_READY. To execute
the commands of the recipe the function Service_Recipe_Line is created that has to be caIled periodically.
It's function call is therefore added to the function check_keyO that is already periodically called by
MMSAPP.C. In this way the MMS application program of WS Welding is polling:

• The processing of incoming or outgoing MMS messages.
- The keyboard to react to function keys pressed and perform the requested MMS services.
- The ONC interface process.
• The Recipe handling process.

Before explaining the function Service_Recipe_Line in detail the other functions that are called by the
function Service_Recipe_Line will be discussed:

Function: SetTime
File containing this function: PCS.C
Oatastruetures & Variables: time_t cW'ctime ; time_t end_time
void SetTime(int period)

• Adds period in seconds to the current time in seconds and copies this to the variable end_time.

Function: CheckTimeElapsed
File containing this function : PCS.C
Oatastructures & Variables: time_t clDT_time ; time_t end_time
int CheckTimeElapsedO

• Gets the current time and checks by comparing this to end_time if the time has elapsed.
- Returns TRUE if the time has elapsed.
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Function: GetStrValue
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastructures & Variables:
int GetStrVaIue(char Vline[80J, int start...,place)

- Returns the integer value stored in the string Vline starting at place start...,place until a space or
slash character (~' etc.) occurs.

Function: do_change-pi_state
File containing this function: MMSAPRG.C
Datastructures & Variables: char curT...,pi_name[80J
void do_change...,pi_state()

- Sets the state of the PI with name curT...,pi_name to IDLE.

Function: do_ustat
File containing this function: MMSAVMD.C
Original function: do_ustat (MMS-EASE)
Datastruetures & Variables: int ws_robocstate
void do_ustatO

• Sets the logical status is to 0 (State changes allowed).
- Sets the physical status is to 0 (Operational).
- Sets the local detail to the workstation state.
- Sets Additional detail not present.
- Calls the MMS library function mp_status to send the unsolicited Status.

Function: Service_Recipe_line
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastruetures & Variables: int ws_robocstate
void Service_Recipe_Line()

- If the WS state is PENDING the WS state is set back to EXECUTING if the RCM reports ready
by setting the variable robocmessage...,pr&-ready (in function HandleAutonomeMelding me DNC.C).
- If the WS state is PENDING the function CheckTimeElapsed is called to check if the timer
expired.
• If the WS state is EXECUTING the next command of the recipe is carried out.
- If a command is not carried out successfully an unsolicited status message is sent and the state of
the cwrent PI is set back to IDLE.

Listing (with comments) :
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/* Waiting for ready message from robot */

/* Robot message is sent -> flag is set */
/* Back to executing state */
/* Reset flag * /

/* Robot must send a message ready within */
/* some time */
/* Timer elapsed -> no success at servicing */
/* Stop robot program execution */
/* Send unsolicited status */
/* Set WS state back to IDLE */
/* Set current pi to idle */

void Service Recipe Line()
{ --

int serviced recipe line=FALSE;
int dummy; - -
string80 line:

if (ws robot state--RECIPE_READY) ws_robot_state-RECIPE_EXECUTING;

if (ws robot state=-RECIPE PENDING)
{ - - -
if (robot_message-prg_ready=-TRUE)

{
ws robot state - RECIPE EXECUTING:
rODot message prg ready-- FALSE:
I - --

else
if (CheckTimeElapsed(»

(
ws robot state-RECIPE ERROR;
dummy-PROGRAMMA STOPPEN():
do ustat(): -
ws-robot state-RECIPE IDLE:
do=change-pi_state():-
I

if (ws_robot_state--RECIPE_EXECUTING)
(
strcpy(line,recipe[curr recipe line]): /* Line contains current command */
printf("\nServicing command: {s\n",line):

if (strncmp(line, "-INITIATEDNC",12)--0) serviced_recipe_line - DNC_INITIATE():

if (strncmp(line,"-STARTROBOTPRG",14)-=0)
serviced_recipe_line - START_ROBOT_PRG(GetStrValue(line.16»:

if (strncmp(line."-UNSOLICITEDSTATUS",18)-=0)
(
do ustat(): /* Send unsolicited status */
serviced recipe line - TRUE;
I - -

if (strncmp(line, "-CONCLUDEDNC".12)==0)
{
Rl RESTORE RS232():
serviced recipe line - TRUE:
I - -

if «strncmp(line,"-END",4)==0)
{
serviced recipe line=TRUE:
ws robot-state-RECIPE IDLE;
do-change pi state():
do-ustat (f:
I -

I I strncmp(line," ",1)==0)

/* End of recipe */
/* Set WS state back to IDLE */

/* Set current pi to idle */
/* Send status to report ready */

if (strncmp(line,"-WAIT",5)==0)
{
if (robot_message-prg_ready==FALSE)

{
ws robot state-RECIPE PENDING:
SetTime(GetStrValue(lIne,7»;
I

else
robot message prg ready = FALSE:
serviced recipe lIne - TRUE:
I - -

/* Robot prg not ready yet ->
/* Set state to pending */

/* Continue recipe in executing state */
/* Confirm ready */

if (serviced recipe linea-TRUE)
else - -

(
ws robot state-RECIPE ERROR;
do-ustat(): -
ws-robot state-RECIPE IDLE;
do=change-pi_state():-

I

curr_recipe_line++; /* Service next line */

/* No success at servicing */
/* Send unsolicited status */

/* Set current pi to idle */
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Adapting Turbo C to Microsoft C

This paragraph will give some information about the problems encountered when the Turbo C program for
the communication between PC en RCM was changed to allow compiling under microsoft C 5.1.

Get Character
Turbo C:
MC 5.1:

char geteh(void)
int geteh(void)

Screen functions
Turbo C: clrscrO, gotoxy( • ), wherexO, whereyO
MC 5.1: Completely different as you will see in the following program.

'inc1ude <stdio.h>
'inc1ude <graph.h>

char buffer [255];

main ()
I
struct rccoord rcoord;
struct xycoord position;

setvideomode ( TEXTCBO);
-c1earscreen ( GCLEARSCREEN);
-settextposition(l,l);
- setbkco1or (1);
-settextco1or (14);
sprintf(buffer,ftThis is one way to print text on the screen.-);

out text (buffer);
-outtext("And this is another way.ft);
-position = getcurrentposition();
=settextposition(right_margin+3,left_margin+3);

The delay function
Turbo C: delay(time) time in ms
MC 5.1: not available. Create the function by yourself by creating a do while loop.

Initialize array during variable definition in function
Turbo C: possible
MC 5.1: not possible. The following function is not allowed:

void test ()
I
char str[7j .. ft";

printf(fttest ft );
}

This is a solution:

void test ()
I
char str[7];
strcpy (str, nft);
printf ("test ft );

)

The inpon and outport functions
Turbo C: inpon,outpon
MC 5.1: inp,outp
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Interrupt functions
Because there is no example in the User's guide of Microsoft about installing an interrupt handler (and it
takes quite some time to fmd that out) therefore an example is provided here :

void interrupt far *OldAdress; /* OldAdress is used to store old interrupt vector */

void interrupt far INTERRUPT HANDLER()
{ this function is the interrupt handler }

void install isr(void (interrupt far *isr) (»
/* used to replace the current interrupt vector */
(

OldAdress= dos getvect(vector);
dos setvect(vector,isr);

}- -
/* save current isr adress */
/* place new isr adress */

install_isr(INTERRUPT_HANDLER); /* call to install isr to assign the function */
/* INTERRUPT_HANDLER to the interrupt handler */

_do5_setvect(vector,OldAdress); /* Restoring old interrupt vector! */

Note: Be sure that you allocate enough memory space for arrays and strings because C does not check these
things and may simply overwrite some variables of your program.
int test [31] 31 elements but range from 0 to 30 and.nm 1 to 31 (Pascal) !

After the changes to the program it could be compiled but when executing the computer randomly "Hanged
up". All attempts to figure out when this exactly occurred failed. By writing a new simple program that uses
interrupts (reading input from the keyboard and sending it over an RS232 link to another computer) the
problem was isolated because the same problem arises.

We found out that the problem occurred when a called DOS function is interrupted and the interrupt handler
itself tries to call DOS functions. Here we see the problem of re-entry. This refers to the ability of a system
to allow multiple programs to call and execute its code at the same time. DOS is not re-entrant, however.
since it is a single-task system and assumes that DOS functions will be called in sequence, and not in
parallel. More infonnation can be found on page 410 of [TIS 89]. Printing something on the screen in the
interrupt handler will make use of DOS functions what can lead to a system crash.

When using Turbo Pascal. as R.Vidal did in the old version of the DNC communication program, these
problems did not occur because Turbo Pascal directly writes the bytes of the characters to be printed in the
video memory.

There are two ways to get around these re-entry problems:

- Avoid calling DOS functions in the interrupt handler.
- Allow an interrupt to be granted only if no DOS functions are being executed.

The fust way is implemented to quickly solve the problem and the second way is studied by another student
also to fmd out what happens if an interrupt occurs during disk access.

After removing all printf statements from the interrupthandler the problem still occurred. It appeared that the
stack check option of Microsoft C, that was turned on by default. calls a DOS function after each function
call to check the stack. This stack check option has to be turned of to run the program correctly.
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2.3 Workstation Transport

The commands in the recipes of workstation Transport are described in 3.3.2. The I/O board interface
functions available to communicate with the PLC were written by P. den Uyl [UYL 90] and are listed below
(stored in file plc....PC.c).

int ResetPLCComO
void SetOutBit(int i)
void ResetOutBit{int i)
int TestInBit(int i)

Reset I/O card
Set output bit i of the I/O card
Reset output bit i of the I/O card
Read input bit i.

The relation between the input and output bit numbers and certain lines, stations is illustrated in table 1. For
more details I refer to appendix D of [UYL 90].

Bit number Meaning of Input bit Meaning of Output
bit

1 D ACTIVE LINEA

2 EJKL ACTIVE LINED

3 FACI1VE LINEE

4 H ACTIVE LINEF

5 G ACTIVE LINEG

6 P4 OCCUPIED LINEH

7 P6 OCCUPIED LINE]

8 P2 OCCUPIED LINEK

9 P5 OCCUPIED LINEL

10 P3 OCCUPIED STATION 1

11 NOT USED STATION 2

12 WI BUSY STATION 3

13 W2BUSY NOT USED

14 W3 BUSY NOT USED

15 START/STOP NOT USED

16 PC CONTROL NOT USED

The following PLC interlace functions (stored in me plc....PC.c) make use of the four just mentioned
functions:

int CheckPLCComStatusO
int CheckPLCStatusO
int Start_Line_Or_Station(intlinechar)

int ResecLine_Or_Slation(intlinechar)
int Check_Wait_ConditionO

Returns 1RUE if PC control is active (bit 16).
Returns 1RUE if transport system is active (bit 15).
Calls SetOutBit with the right bitnr according to the linechar. For
instance calling this function with the character value of 'E' the
output bit 3 will be set.
Calls ResetOutBit with the right bitnr according to the linechar.
Checks a specific bit (See wait mechanism when the PCS is
discussed)
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The source of the PCS of workstation Transport can be found in the me PCS.C and makes use of the
workstation state as described in chapter 6. The variable that represents the state is ws_transport_state. The
PCS will be explained by describing the MMS services invoked by the CLC.

Service : INITIATE
The description is exactly the same as for workstation Welding.

Service: CONCLUDE
The only difference with the description of workstation Welding is that we are dealing with the ws_transport
_state and not the ws_robocstate.

Service: ABORT
Service group : Environment & General Management
Use: Abort an established association abruptly without negotiation.

CLIENT: CLC
Dermed function supporting this Service :
From menu: do_abort 0

II< Placed in file (MMSAxxx.C) : MMSACON.C
II< Input parameters :

II< Channel
II< Called MAPware MMS library request function : mp_8bort

SERVER : Workstation Transport
Note: The server must conclude the association.
Called user dermed indication function : u_8bort_ind

II< Placed in file (U_Ixxx.C) : U_ICON.C
II< Action:

II< If ws_transport_state is not IDLE call Abort_RecipeQ (described below).
II< Call ResetPLCComO

CLIENT: CLC
II< Called user defined confirm function: no confmn function called (unconfmned service)

Function: Abort_Recipe
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastructures & Variables:

int ws_transport_state
void Abort_RecipeQ

- If the WS state is RECIPE_PENDING the transponsystem can not be stopped!
- All output bits of the IO-card are reset. This can be 8 problem when there is 8 transportearrier on
the manipulator. If the manipulator table is not in the horizontal position and the positioned carrier
is released and it can fall of !
- If the WS state is not RECIPE_IDLE then PI state of the current PI is set to IDLE by calling the
function do_change...,pi_state (described in 2.2) and the WS state is set to RECIPE_IDLE.
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Service: STATUS
The only difference with the description of workstation Welding is that local detail is set to the
ws_transporcstate.

Service: START
The description is identically to that of the workstation Welding. The function StarcRecipe is also the same
except for the WS state of course.

After calling the function Start_Recipe the workstation Transport state can be RECIPE_READY. To execute
the commands of the recipe the function Service_Recipe_Line is created that has to be called periodically.
It's function call is therefore added to the function check_keyO that is already periodically called by
MMSAPP.C. In this way the MMS application program of WS transport is polling:

- The processing of incoming or outgoing MMS messages.
- The keyboard to react to function keys pressed and perform the requested MMS services.
- The Recipe handling processes.

Before explaining the function Service_Recipe_Line in detail the other functions that are called by this
function will be discussed. Particulary the wait mechanism that is different here because the PLC does not
report that an action is completed.

The principle of the wait mechanism (that is very simple) is that after a certain wait command in the recipe a
particular (input) bit must be monitored periodically. If that bit has the desired value the WS state can be set
back to EXECUTING and the next line of the recipe can be executed. If the value is not reached within a
specified time the WS state is set to ERROR and an unsolicited status is sent

The following wait commands can be chosen in a recipe of the workstation Transport:

- WaitLine
- WaitPlace
- WaitStation

A..H and J.L
2,3,4.5.6
1,2.3

active(l). not active(O)
empty(O). occupied(l)
busy(I). not busy(O)

time (sec.)
time (sec.)
time (sec.)

Example: WaitPlace 4 160

Of course it is possible to combine these three commands to one command that specifies a bit nwnber and
the corresponding bit value that must be reached to continue executing the recipe.

- Waitbit bitnr bitvalue

In this way the recipes are not easy to read and each time Table 1 has to be referenced to look up bit
numbers possibly introducing faults. If a wait command occurred in a recipe a certain function is called to
set the "wait condition".

Function: Set_Wait_Condition
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastruetures & Variables: int curr_bitnr. int curr_bitvalue
void SecWaicCondition(int bitnr. int bitvalue)

- Copies bitnr to curr_bitnr.
- Copies bitvalue to curr_bitvalue.
- The curr_bitnr and the curr_bitvalue form the "wait condition": Bit number curr_bitnr must have
value CWT_bitvalue to continue the execution of the recipe.
- Sets the WS state to RECIPE_PENDING.
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Function: Wait_Line
File containing this function : PCS.C
Datastruetures & Variables: int linenr. int bitvalue
int WaiCLine(char waicline_str[80))

• Calls SecWait_Condition with the correct bitnr and bitvalue obtained from line waiUine_str.
- Calls SetTime (described in appendix C 2.2) with the number of seconds obtained from the line
waiUine_str.

Function: Wait_Place
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastruetures & Variables: int placenr. int bitvalue
int WaiCPlace(char wait..Jllace_str[80))

- Calls Set_Wait_Condition with the correct bitnr and bitvalue obtained from line wait..Jllace_Slr.
- Calls SetTime (described in appendix C 2.2) with the number of seconds obtained from the line
wait..Jllace_str.

Function: Wait_Station
File containing this function : PCS.C
Datastructures & Variables: int stationnr. int bitvalue
int WaiCPlace(char wait_station_str[80))

- Calls SecWaicCondition with the correct bitnr and bitvalue obtained from line waicstation_str.
- Calls SetTime (described in appendix C 2.2) with the number of seconds obtained from the line
wait_station_str.

By invoking the function Check_Wait_Condition the curr_bitvalue of the curr_bitnr is compared with the
value of the input bit nwnber curr_bitnr of the I/O card.

Function: Check_Wait_Condition
File containing this function: PLC_PC.C
Datastructures & Variables: int curr_bitnr, int bitvalue
int Check_WaiCConditionO

- Returns TRUE if TestInBit(curr_bitnr) is equal to the curCbitvalue.

The function Service_Recipe_Line that is called periodically is almost identical to the Service_Recipe_Line
as used in the PCS of the workstation Welding.

Function: Service_Recipe_Line
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastruetures & Variables: int ws_robocstate
void Service_Recipe_Line()

• If the WS state is PENDING the WS state is set back to EXECUTING if the function
Check_Wait_Condition returns TRUE.
- If the WS state is PENDING the function CheckTimeElapsed is called to check if the timer
expired.
- If the WS state is EXECUTING the next command of the recipe is carried out.
- If a command is not carried out successfully an unsolicited status message is sent and the state of
the current PI is set back to IDLE.

Listing (with comments) :
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void Service Recipe Line()
{ --

int serviced recipe line z FALSE;
string80 line; -

if (ws_transport_statez-RECIPE_READY) ws_transport_state z RECIPE_EXECUTING:

if (ws transport statez-RECIPE PENDING)
{- - -
if (Check Wait Condition ()zzTRUE) ws_transport_state z RECIPE_EXECUTING:
else - -
if (CheckTimeE1apsed(»

{
ws transport state z RECIPE ERROR: /* no success at servicing */
do-ustat(); - - /* send unsolicited status */
ws-transport state z RECIPE IDLE:
do:change-pi:state(); - /* set current pi to idle */
}

if (ws transport statezzRECIPE EXECUTING)
{- - -
strcpy(line,recipe[curr recipe line]);
printf("\nServicing command: {s\n",line);

if (strncmp (line, "-ACTIVATEa, 9)--0) serviced_recipe_1inezStart_Line_Or_Station(line[10]);

if (strncmp(line,a-RESET",6)zzO) serviced_recipe_1ine z Reset_Line_Or_Station(line[7]);

if (strncmp(line, "-UNSOLICITEDSTATUS n, 18)z=0)
{
do ustat () ;
serviced recipe line z TRUE;
} - -

if (strncmp(line,a-WAITLINEn,9)z-0) serviced_recipe_1ine z Wait_Line (line);

if (strncmp (line, n-WAITPLACE" ,10) zzO) serviced_recipe_1ine z Wait_Place (line) ;

if (strncmp(line,"-WAITSTATIONn,12)zzO) serviced_recipe_1ine - Wait_Station(line);

if (strncmp(line,"-RESETCOM",8)z-0) serviced_recipe_1ine = ResetPLCCom();

if (strncmp(line,"-CHECKPLCCOM",ll)==O) serviced_recipe_1ine - CheckPLCComStatus();

if (strncmp(line,n-CHECKPLC",ll)z=O) serviced_recipe_1ine z CheckPLCStatus();

if «strncmp(line,"-END",4)=zO) II strncmp(line,n n,l)z=O)
{
serviced recipe line = TRUE;
ws transport state z RECIPE IDLE;
do-change pi-state(); - /* set current pi to idle */
do-ustat(); - /* send status to report ready */
} -

if (serviced recipe 1ine==TRUE) curr recipe 1ine++;
else - - --

{
ws transport state z RECIPE ERROR: /* no success at servicing */
do-ustat(): - - /* send unsolicited status */
ws-transport state z RECIPE IDLE;
do-change pi-state(); - /* set current pi to idle */

} - --
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2.4 The Cell-line controller

The PCS at workstation level was created and tested in three days. It offers the possibility to control the cell
fully automatically by activating MMS services following a recipe at CLC level but is Dot the ideal solution.

The following commands that can be stored in a CLC recipe are implemented:
- Initiate
- Start
- Wait
- Conclude

channelnwnber
channelnumber
seconds
channelnumber

application process title
program invocation name

The commands Initiate. Start and Conclude should be confmned within 5 seconds otherwise the execution of
the recipe will be stopped. The mechanism used is very simple:

- Before invoking these three MMS services a flag wS..JX>s_response is set to FALSE.
- After invoking the MMS service (do_auto_xxxx) the CLC state (see 6.5) is set to
RECIPE_WAIT_ACK and the timer is set for 5 seconds.
- The function Service_Recipe_Line constantly checks the flag wS"'pos_response. This flag can be
set by any of the confmn functions (u_mv_inicconf. u_mp_start_conf. u_mp_conclude_conf) if the
confumation is positive.
. If the flag gets the value TRUE within 5 seconds the CLC state will be put in
RECIPE_EXECUTING state.

The "normal" wait command is also used here to check if a recipe at WS level is carried out within a
specified time. To report that a recipe is carried out successfully the workstations send an unsolicited status
report. The mechanism used is described here:

- The CLC state is set to RECIPE_PENDING and the flag ws_ready is set to FALSE.
- This flag can only be set to TRUE by the indication (!) function of the MMS service Unsolicited
status that is invoked at one of the workstations.
- This indication function is u_ustatus_ind (file U_IPRG.C) is adapted to set the flag ws_ready if the
local detail (= WS state) is RECIPE_IDLE (value 0).
- Every recipe at WS level that is carried out correctly stops with the command -End or a space and
sets the WS state to RECIPE_IDLE and sends an Unsolicited status. This means that if an
Unsolicited status indication function is called at the CLC with a local detail RECIPE_IDLE that the
recipe was carried out successfully.
- Every other value of the local detail will not set the flag ws_ready and after a while the timer will
expire stopping the recipe at CLC level.

This is of course not the most elegant way: Every Unsolicited status report giving information about for
instance an error that occurred during execution of the recipe (local detail =RECIPE.-ERROR) is ignored!

The CLC version of the function Service_Recipe_Line is described below:

Function: Service_Recipe_Line
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastructures & Variables: int clc_state
void Service_Recipe_LineO

- If the clc_state is PENDING the state is set back to EXECUTING if the flag ws_ready is TRUE.
- If the dc_state is PENDING CheckTimeElapsed is called to check if the timer expired.
- If the cIc_state is WAIT_ACK the clc_state is set back to EXECUTING if the flag
wSJX>s_response is TRUE.
- If the dc_state is WAIT_ACK CheckTimeElapsed is called to check if the timer expired.
- If the WS state is EXECUTING the next command of the recipe is carried out
- If a command is not carried out successfully this is reported to the operator and the state is set to
IDLE.

Listing:
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void Service Recipe Line()
{ --

int serviced recipe line ~ FALSE:
char line[80T: -
if (clc state==RECIPE READY) clc state ~ RECIPE_EXECUTING:
if (clc-state==RECIPE-PENDING) -
{- -
if (ws ready~~TRUE)

{ -
clc state - RECIPE EXECUTING:
ws ready ~ FALSE:-
} -

else if (CheckTimeElapsed(» clc state - RECIPE_IDLE:
} -

if (clc state--RECIPE WAIT ACK)
{- --
if (ws-pos response~~TRUE)

{ -
clc state - RECIPE_EXECUTING:
ws-pos response ~ FALSE:
} -

else if (CheckTimeElapsed(» clc state - RECIPE_IDLE:
} -

if (clc state=~RECIPE EXECUTING)
{- -
strcpy(line,recipe[curr recipe line}):
printf("\nServicinq command: is\n",line):
if (strncmp(line,"-INITIATE",9)-~01

{
GetName(line,131:
ws pos response ~ FALSE:
serviced recipe line ~ do auto init(line[10]-48,curr line namel:
clc state = REcIpE WAIT ACK: - - -
SetTime(51: --
}

if (strncmp (line, "-START", 6)-~01
{
GetName(line,101:
ws pos response - FALSE;
serviced recipe line ~ do auto start (line[7]-48,curr line name):
clc state - REcIpE WAIT ACK;
SetTime (51: --
)

if (strncmp(line,"-CONCLUDE",91-~01

{
ws pos response = FALSE:
serviced recipe line ~ do auto conclude(line[10]-48):
clc state ~ REcIpE WAIT ACK: -
SetTime(5): --
}

if «strncmp(line,"-END",41==01 I I strncmp(line," ",11==01
{
serviced recipe line-TRUE;
clc state=RECIPE IDLE;
printf("\n End 01 recipe."):
printf("\n Settinq Cell/line controller state to idle."I:
}

if (strncmp(line,"-WAIT",5)--01
{
if (ws ready~-FALSEI

{ -
clc state-RECIPE PENDING;
SetTime(GetStrValue(line,7) I:
}

else ws ready - FALSE:
servicea recipe line - TRUE:
} - -

/* It is possible that at this */
/* moment the flaq is already set */

/* when ready -> continue */

if (serviced recipe line--TRUEI curr_recipe_Iine++:
else - -

{
clc state - RECIPE ERROR:
printf("\n Error occurred during execution of recipe '''1:
printf("\n Settinq Cell/line controller state to idle."I;
clc state = RECIPE IDLE;

} - -
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The recipe is now started by an command of the operator by choosing "Operator control" F7 of the MORE
menu. The function do_starcrecipe is invoked then and the recipe name has to entered. This function calls
the (familiar) function StarcRecipe to set the CLC state to READY if everything is all right.

Function: do_start]ecipe
File containing this function: PCS.C
Datastructures & Variables: char recipe_name[80]
void do_start_recipeO

- The name recipe_name is entered.
- Invokes the function StarcRecipe(recipe_name) and repons to the operator if the recipe is started
successfully.
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APPENDIX D

This appendix gives details about demonstrating the FALC, particuIary about the initialization of the cell.

1 Initialization phase

1.1 The Robot Control Module

The RCM_3 controller of the KUKA robot can be externally controlled over a RS232 interface. Before this
is possible the RCM has to be set in the -ONe- state. The layout of the conb'Ol panel is shown in figure
0.1:

Turning on Power and RCM
Turn on the main switch. Put the three keys in the correct slots.
Turn the keys in the slots "Bed. Paneel INIUIT" (field 10 figure 0.1) and "Geg. INIUIT" (field 3 right side
in figure 0.1) into a h<rizontaI position. The third key (right panel) must be in position TL
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Figure 0.1 : Layout of the control panel of the RCM.
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Start the robot controller by pressing "Sturing IN" (field 7 figure 0.1).
A lot of LED's will light up now like a Christmas tree and most of them must go out after a while and the
screen will look like this:

MAN SKO

ReM 815.03

If this does not happen press "IN" again.

100\

Confmn the message "RCM 815.03" by pressing "Bevestiging" (field 6 figure 0.1).
The RCM comes with the message "55 AANPASSING NIET KLAAR".
Now press "Aandrijvingen IN" (right panel green button). The green button will light up and the message
"55 AANPASSING NIET KLAAR" will disappear.
The RCM comes with the message "VOLLEDIG SYSTEEM SYNCHROON" that has to be confmned by
pressing "Bevestiging".

Setting robot into an initial position
Before putting the RCM in DNC mode the robot must be set in a initial position. This must be done by hand
to prevent that the robot collides with something when a robot program is started externally and the robot
moves fast to a starting point. The LED "Niet in positie" (field 2 figure 0.1) must be off otherwise remote
starting of a program is not possible.

To get the robot in the initial position the robot program 10 must be started by hand. The beginning of this
program sets the robot in the initial position.
After pressing "KEU" (field 3 figure 0.1) the line "KZE HP "/AHP" is shown.
Enter 10.
The line "KZE HP 10 SN "IAD /DO lOP ICy is shown.
Now press "INGAYE" (field 3).
The screen will look like:

MAN SKO HP10

DEF HP10*

SN1 100\

Now press "START" (field 5) some times until the message "RESET BEGINPUNT" is shown.
Confmn this message.
Now press "START" again and press this key some times Wltil the LED "Niet in positie" is off.
If "DRUK START" is shown just confmn this message by pressing "Bevestiging".
The robot is now in position and the LED "Niet in positie" is off.

Setting mode Automatic Extern (AUE)
Press the key "Extern" (field 5) and the RCM will come with the message "55 AANPASSING NIET
KLAAR".
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Tum the key switch of the right panel in position Auto (a small green LED lights up).
The message will disappear.

Setting DNC mode
Press "Akt.Fkt" (field 6).
The screen shows:

AUE HPIO SN8 100\

PROGRAMMA STATUS
A
ORI VAR
LUW BAN 0
LUW PTP 0
GRP 1: OPN 2: OPN

Now press the key with the sign "arrow up" (U in field 6 figure D.1) until the screen looks like:

AUE HPIO SN8 100\

EXTERN-BEDRIJF
EX >

Now press key "Verand."(field 3 left side) and the key "Keuze" (field 3). The screen will look like:

AUE HPIO SN8 100\

EXTERN-BEDRIJF
EX >

EX .!2.NC* IPS I

Press "Ingave" (field 3). If the screen looks like:

AUE DNC HPIO

EXTERN-BEDRIJF
EX >DNC

SN8 100\

and DNC and > are flashing then the RCM is in DNC mode.

The DNC mode can only be slOpped by pressing "Stop" and "Hand" (field 5).
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1.2 The workstation WELDING

The workstation is initialized by turning the power on of the workstation WELDING. After configuring the
MAP controller card by pressing F6 of the Norton menu or by typing oppstart the MMS application program
can be started. It does not matter if the RCM is in DNC mode already or not. The MMS application program
can be started by pressing F7 of the Norton Menu. After pressing some times return the menu as listed on
page B19 of appendix B appears.

The flIes necessary for the demo are listed below:

(subdirectory FALCDEMO)

MMSOPP.EXE
SUIC.DIB
TPY.DIB
SUIC.CFG
TEST73
VMD_INFO

The flIes SUIC.DIB, TPY.Dm and SUIC.CFG are explained in appendix B.
The me VMD_INFO is listed below (for more information Appendix C).

WORKSTATION WELDING VMD SETUP

This file contains information to set up the Virtual Manufacturing Device.
(Until now (03/25/91) only information about domains and program invocations)

Domain list

-dom list
testi3
-dom_end

Program Invocations list.
The first element after -pi start is the name of the program invocation.
The second element is the reference to the domain which composes this PI.
The PI only references to one domain. all other domains are ignored.

-pi start
dunne plaat
test7~
-pi_end

Only one domain named test73 and one PI named dunne..,plaat will be set up to prevent the operator from
choosing a wrong domain.
The me TESTI3 is printed below:

WORKSTATION WELDING RECIPE : DUNNE_PLAAT

This recipe orders the automation module WELDING to execute the welding
program 73 to weld the Rdunne plaat n •

Setting up Direct numerical control (DNC) link.
-InitiateDNC

Starting robot program and wait till robot is ready.
-Startrobotprg 73
-wait 170

Sending status report without request.
-UnsolicitedStatus

Concluding ONe link.
-concludeDNC

End of recipe.
-end
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Robot program 73 welds the "Dunne plaat" so be sure that the correct transportearrier (number 2) is on the
manipulator table when activating this recipe because there are no identification possibilities (at this
moment). The Robot will collide if the wrong transportearrier is on the manipulator table. Before starting
the demonstration the transportcarrier for the "Pijp nens" and "Dunne plaat" must be located at
place P2 in that order (1,2) (see figure 3.3 chapter 3.3.2).

1.3 The PLC and Transportsystem

The power of the transportsySteln and the PLC is turned on by activating the main switch (located near the
manipulator table). If one of the two emergency buttons is pressed unlock it and press the white button near
the main switch. Now activate the PLC by turning the switch on the PLC case from 0 to 1. Lines and
stations can now be activated by hand. For external control press the white button on the PLC (it will light
up).

1.4 Workstation Transport
The initia1ization process is identically to the initialization process of workstation Welding.

The flies necessary for the demo are listed below:

(subdirectory FALCDEMO)

MMSOPP.EXE
SUIC.DIB
SUIC.CFG
TPY.DIB
VMD INFO
TESTRCP1
TESTRCP2
TESTRCP3
TESTRCP4

The flIes suic.dib, tpy.dib and suic.cfg are explained in appendix B.
The flIe VMD_INFO is listed below (for more infonnation Appendix C).

This file contains information to set up the Virtual Manufacturing Device.
(Until now (03/25/91) only information about domains and program invocations)
Domain list

-dom list
testrcp1
testrcp2
testrcp3
testrcp4
-dom_end

Program Invocations list.
The first element after -pi start is the name of the program invocation.
The second element is the reference to the domain which composes this PI.
-pi start
Move to man
testrcpI
-pi end
-pi-start
Store
testrcp2
-pi end
-pi-start
unload and load
testrcp3 -
-pi end
-pi-start
unload
testrcp4
-pi_end
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Four domains and four PI's are created.
The rues lestrep1 until testrep2 are listed below.

WORKSTATION TRANSPORT RECIPE : HOVE TO MANIPULATOR (testrcp2)

possibilities :
activate A.• H and J .• L (line)
activate 1 •• 3 (station)
reset A•• H and J •• L (line)
wait line A.. H and J .• L Wait till line .• active (1) or not active(O)
waitplace 2,3,4,5,6 Wait till place •• empty (0) or occupied (1)
waitstation 1,2,3 Wait till station •• busy(l) or not busy(O)

-ResetCom

-Activate E
-WaitPlace 5 1 60
-Reset E

-Activate 3
-WaitStation 3 1 30

-UnsolicitedStatus
-end

WORKSTATION TRANSPORT RECIPE

-Activate K
-WaitPlace 3 1 30
-Reset K

-UnsolicitedStatus
-end

WORKSTATION TRANSPORT RECIPE

-Reset 3

-Activate F
-WaitLine F 1 30
-Reset F

-Activate D
-WaitLine D 1 30
-Reset D

-Activate H
-WaitPlace 3 0 30
-Reset H
-WaitPlace 5 1 30

-Activate 3
-WaitStation 3 1 30

-UnsolicitedStatus
-end

WORKSTATION TRANSPORT RECIPE

-Reset 3

-Activate F
-WaitLine F 1 30
-Reset F
-WaitPlace 4 1 30

-Activate D
-WaitLine D 1 30
-Reset D

-ResetCom
-UnsolicitedStatus
-end

STORE CARRIER NEAR MANIPULATOR (testrcp2)

UNLOAD MANIPULATOR AND LOAD MANIPULATOR WITH
SECOND CARRIER (testrcp3)

UNLOAD MANIPULATOR (testrcp4)
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1.5 The CeH line controHer

The CLC is initialized by switching on the power on of the CELL-Controller. After configuring the MAP
controller card by pressing F6 of the Nonon menu or by typing <OPPSTART> the MMS application
program can be started by pressing F7 of the Nonon Menu. After pressing some times return the menu as
listed on page B19 of appendix B appears.

The flIes necessary for the demo are listed below:

(subdirectory FALCDEMO)

MMSOPP.EXE
SUIC.OIB
SUIC.CFG
TPY.OIB
FALCOEMO

The only recipe at CLC level is listed below:

CELL/LINE CONTROLLER RECIPE (falcdemo)

Notel: The following commands are implemented:
-Initiate channelnumber application proces title
-Start channel number program invocation-name
-Wait seconds (positive status messa-ge must be received within

.• seconds)
-Conclude channelnumber

Note2 :There should be a positive answer within 5 seconds after the commands
Initiate, Start and conclude. Otherwise the execution of the recipe
will be stopped.

-Initiate 0 Transport
-Initiate 1 Welding

-Start 0 Move_to_man
-Wait 60

-Start 0 Store
-Wait 40

-Start 0 Unload and load
-Wait 80

-Start 1 Dunne plaat
-Wait 200 -

-Start 0 unload
-Wait 70

-Conclude 0
-Conclude 1

-End

This recipe can be started by selecting F9 (- MORE I!) of the main menu of the MMS
application program. Then select F7 (Operator control) and enter the name of the fIle of
the recipe that is FALCDEMO.
Again: Be sure that the transportcarriers are in the correct order (1,2) before

starting the recipe.
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- To check the channel state at any time select F9 of the context management menu.
- To check the status of a workstation at any time select Fl of the VMD support menu. In
the above printed recipe you can see which channel numbers are assigned to which
workstation.
- To check the state of a certain PI of a workstation at any time select F8 of the program
invocation management menu.
- It is possible to stop and restart execution of a robot program (in case of an emergency
or for testing purposes) by selecting F4 or F5 of the PI management menu. Enter the
correct PI name and channel number. At the workstation Welding the DNe interface
functions PROGRAMMA_STOPPEN and PROGRAMMA_STARTEN will be called and
the PI state will be changed. (The WS state is not changed!)
- The MMS commands listed in the recipe can also be called by selecting the services by
hand and entering the requested values.
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